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Editor's Notes

Celt AM lughei education institutions ate so well known that the mention
of then names immediately e}okes distincti} e image. When Hancad is
mentioned, lot example, most of us think cf y cied builiings filled
with the brightest and best students, man} of w hom come hum "old
money" and most of }} hoar ac hie} e prominence in their chosen
taker,. But, while Har} aid has a distinc e national image, most Loin-
munit} colleges du not. They ha}e high N Ilill11 then local
region and some N N\ ld1111 then state but N n wally no name ie«)g-
ninon nationally Yet this positne recognition on a smaller scale is what
helps ensure a community college's success.

Seeking out and maintaining this posnne local and statewide lc:cog-
nition, then, is a pima) concern of community college leadeis. How do
the de}elop a positi}c institutional image among external constituents?
In the liteianue dealing NN N clupment of institutional image, the
usual emphasis is on means rather than substance. Ways to pioject
positne image ate detailed w tide the question of Nliethci the posime
image reflects the reality of the institution is rattly raised.

In contrast to the usual approaches to institutional image, this souice-
book ei uthasues institutional substance and italic}. Implicit in a knowl-
edge of institutional reality is the process of CI allIcill011detetminmg an
institution's strengths and Inmtations In order to understand its potential
for distinuneness Conducting a search lot institutional distuuti}eness
along the lines suggested in this souicebook is a form of eNaluatiun. The
search show.,, a college's 'cadets the dimensions on which the college is
distim tne as an educational institution and thus( m }} huh it is not, the
leaders can then determine whethei the institution s existing distincti\C
dimensions ate important or if mote substanti}e ones should be sought.
The ultimate result will be a more distill( (IN; institution, one NN hose
external image matches the humid reality.

Both the relationship between institutional &tint ti}eness and image
and the concept of institutional distill( ti}tness itself ate examined in the
first duce chapters. In Chapter One, Daniel Sa} age discusses cunent
widely held images of thc community college and suggests that the insti-
tutionis an educational type, can ac hie} e a distinctivc image of (wain}
w :thin the meranhing image of "comprellinsne community
Specific examples of distincti} e piogiams, set }ices, and Misery systems
ul community colleges across the wunti} aie ided lit Chapter Two,
when' Joseph Nankin describes the results of his national watch for
these institutional elements. In Chapter 'nice, t present the concept of

1
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institutional distinctiseness that undeihes this sounebook. In addition, I

pros ide an 05 eiN iess of the piocess by shish those within a community
college can teseatch then institution's distinctise elements and features.

Chapters Foul through Sesen detail the specifics of how to conduct a
seat ch for institutional distinctiseness and what to do soh the results of
the seat ch Michael Quality. in Chapter Foul. des(iibes two a) $ to star t
the searchmiler by establishing a college comnuttee or selecting a con-
sultant and ways to proceed in mile! inste,the. Since the committee ot
consultant will be conducting research about the institution, Chaplet
Five follovs with James Ratcliff's proposals lot data collection, analysis.
and s etific anon through such ac Ines as institutional histories, needs
assessments, and institutional impact studies. In Chaplet Six, Robert
Temphn links use of the data derised from the research to strategic plan-
ning and to the college's particular stage of organizational (IC\ elopment.
In Chapter Sesen, I enumerate some specific institutional benefits that
can be detived from the various stages of the search

To show that theory can be translated into practice. James Catanzam
and I present a case study in Chaplet Eight of one institution's seat( h fo:
institutional distinctiseness. The chapter includes the findings of Tilton
College's seatch and suggestions that Triton might follow to at hies e a
mote distill( live image. The cone hiding chapter cites team publications
drawn from the ERIC datu base on other ways in which individual
community colleges can asc et tam their strengths and limitations

Institutional leaders who elect to esaluate then institutions b) the
means described in this sour(ebook ate making a commitment to Insti-
tutional excellence and to the creation of an instomion worth) of a
distinctivc image.

Bat bat a K. TOwnsend
Editor

Barbara K. Townsend is assistant professor 91 higher education
at Loyola University of Chicago and is a former community
college faculty member and administrator

1
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While the cominunity college's policy of open admissions often
seems incompatible with public perceptions of educational
quality, these colleges can build on their dominant image of
being comprehensive to project a distinctive image of quality
in the twenty-first century.

Images of Community
Colleges for the
Twenty-First Century

Daniel D. Savage

In 1968 a «rununity college was built in my hometown of Wi nought)),
Ohio. One cal helot(' that. I, like half the othei high school seniors in
Willoughby. had been preparing to select a «Mew. At that time, a facw-
ite saying about the most popular local college hoi«., Kent State Uni-
versity, was, If you can't go to college, go to Kent." Now, twenty years
aftei Lakeland Community College opened its (fools in Willoughby, the
catch) saying about Kent has been replaced with, "If you can't go to
college, go to Lakeland."

This saying typifies the attitude man) high school students acioss
the country hale about the academically and financially acc;ssible com-
munity college then high school area. Because the community
college is known foi its open-admissions polic), the institution is often
pet cened to be of poor quality that is, not a teal college. EA ideuce of
this attitude is piol ided by a recent Riney of students conducted by
Lakeland's educational marketing depai orient (Wright, 1986). Accoidng
to the stale) icsults, students' perception of the quail() of Ohio's post-
secondary institutions wilesponded neatly exactly to the selectnit) of
the college 01 university's admissions ciiteiia. The name sele( tine the
institution, the greater its quality was perceil-d to be.

B K ION 11Sfll'i it'd I A Search far Instauttonal Mt:Ph-Means
New 1)irei noes for Conviiiinit Colleges. no 65 San E,anussu Jose -Bass. Spring 19892 3
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Comparing Student Prof ;les

What people fail to realize is that there is a great variation among
community colleges in the abilities and achievements of their entering
students 0eiall, however, the student profile in cornmunit} colleges
closely resembles that of the "open-admissions" high schools the} serve
as well as that of college-going students ni general. An examination of a
longitudinal stud} of the 1980 high school sophomore and senior cohort
groups (Centel for Educational Statistics, 1986) provides evidence for this
statement For the 1980 high school sophomore cohort, community col-
leges enrolled 25.5 percent of all students who attended postsecondary
institutions full time in the academic year 1982-83. Four-Year colleges
and universities enrolled 62 percent while "other schools" enrolled the
remaining 12.5 percent Table 1 indicates the academic ability and socio-
economic status (SES) of these students.

Several observations can be made from the data shown in Table I.
First of all, community colleges enroll a disproportionate number of
students from the bottom three ability quartiles as well as the bo,(om
three SES quartiles as compared with four-year schools. The difference,
however, between the two institutional types is not as severe as one might
expect. While students in the highest ability quartile are clearly under-
represented in the community college, it is significant to observe that
among the full-time students enrolled in college immediately following
high school graduation, 14.1 percent of the "high ability" are in commu-
nity colleges Since community colleges are only enrolling 25.5 percent of
all full-time students, the 14.1 percent of the "high ability" group repre-

Table I. Profile of Full-Time Student Enrollment, 1982-83,
Sophomore Cohort

Four - }'ear
Colleges

Two-Year
Colleges

Other
schools

All college students 62 0 25.5 12 5

Ability level
Low 30 8 38 0 31.2
Med low 36.9 38.5 24.6
Med high 55 5 31,9 12.6
High 81 4 14.1 4 5

Socioeconomic status
Lowest quintile 44 I 30 1 25.5
Med low 49.3 31.5 19.2
Med/high 59.5 28 4 12 1
High 76.3 18 5 5.2

Source Center for Ulm anon Staustits, 1986

I 3
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sents a significant share. Nioi CON t'l , communit} colleges moll a dispw-
portionate shame of "'fled high abilit}" students. Four- }rat schools ate
overrepresented only in the "high ability" quartile.

On the other side of the win, room -}ear colleges. man} of which
employ more selective admissions ciiteria than do community colleges,
enroll 30.8 percent of the "low abiliu," college students. This would
indicate that four-}eai schools, in aggregate, face a sinulai magnitude of
remedial education needs as community colleges do.

From the standpoint of socioeconomic status, four-}eal schools enroll
an elite of the "high SES" students, enrolling 76.3 peicent of all students
in this category. Foui-}ear schools are underrepiesented in the three othei
SES quartiles. On the other hand, community colleges enroll only 18.5
percent of the "high SFS" gioup and are overrepresented in the lower
SES quai tiles. Community colleges continue, it is clear, to bear the
iesponsibility for social and economic mobility foi Americans.

Looking at Elitism and Quality

While the current hierarch} of higher education institutions clearly
delivers a disproportionate share of de most academically able students
to the four -}ear college sector, it is not evident that this hierarchical
s}stem promises the most social good. for a variety of reasons. To begin
with, how well founded is the belief that qualit.} and limited access are
interrelated? Without rehearsing what is undoubtedly a length} argument
regarding the Nalue of ditisin in promoting student learning, let us make
sonic general propositions.

First. elitism ma} promote the learning outcomes for the lucky ones
who are selected, but America is not willing to pa} the cost of that
elitism in terms of denied opportunity. Even former Secietary of Educa-
tion William Bennett agrees with the popular notion that a first -rate
education is the 1) dinght of all Americans. When asked about the mole
of special programs for the "gifted and talented," Bennett (1986) replied
that all students should get the curriculum offered to the select few.

Second, it is not at all clear that elitist education is effective, even in
the education of the select. While a disproportionate share of Hai said.
Stanford, and Wharton MBAs ma} be limning America's largest corpoia-
tionsw heie family ties and inherited wealth can significantly advance
one's chances of climbing to the topman} successful entrepreneurs
have a N } different educational background, which ma} include the
community college. For example, Ross Perot, perhaps America's best-
known entrepreneur, is a graduate of a Texas community college.

Third, all elitist educational systems rely hem il} on a set of perfor-
mance measuiements for admissions. In most societies, these meastue-
ments ate taken in the teen }ears. The size and nature of the societ}'s
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educational ins estment in the inch% idual is based on performance mea-
sures available at that time. Yet these performance measures can be highly
unpredictable indicators of human potential. The list of human geniuses
who have been or would base been oserlooked by such screening mea-
sures is long and distinguished.

Thus, the earlier the "cutoff date," the greater is the parental influence
(versus that of teachers and peers) on the student's choice of college.
While parental influence is not necessarily negative, elitist systems with
early cutoff dates minimize the effect of the educational system in obviat-
ing class battlers. Parental educational attainment and socioeconomic
status become "inherited" or "learned" characteristics to an even greater
degree in elitist systems.

FGurth, the greatest experiment in access in the history of American
educationthe development of the publicly funded secondary school sys-
temhas clearly demonstrated the ability of "open-access" schools to
graduate students who will perform in society's highest roles. Initially,
the founding of these schools was met by much skepticism regarding
their ability to "prep" students for entrance into America's leading piivate
universities. For those with sufficient means, the public high school was
hardly an alternative to the New England preparatory school. Yet, by the
end of the 1960s, an ever- increasng majority of students at Americ a',
most selective colleges and universities were graduates of public schools.

Changing the Public Perception of the Community College

Assuming, then, that the public perceptions that automatically link
elitist or selective schools with high quality, and unselective or open-
admissions schools with low quality, are fallacious, the question becomes.
How do we change these perceptions? First of all, negative stereotypes
regarding the educational quality of community colleges will probably
fade in time. As educational institutions, community colleges are still
extremely young. Their median age is only twenty-four years (American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1987). As a generation
of Americans experiences these colleges either as students or parents of
students, attitudes toward the quality of their programs are likely to
improve. Also, the concept of open access in higher education is a rela-
tively new one. Community colleges, like public secondary schools before
them, will oser time build greater understanding of their ability to pro-
vide first-rate learning experiences to a population that represents the
full spectrum of abilities.

While negative stereotypes associated with thcii open access should
fade in time, community colleges face significant decisions that will
enhance or detract from the desired overall image of their educational
quality. Community college leaders select, both consciously and uncon-

5
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sciously, fiom a yaliet) of institutional images IN hen they make decisions
iegarding the flume of then imutution. Sele( tion of these image:, may
enhance oi confound prior public pei( eptions. Institutional leadeis must
be conscious of the many %dried and often conuadictory images aailabic
for community colleges and of the many ( hannels foi communicating
these images.

Fostering an Image of Comprehensiveness

Using her taxonomy of "Pieferred Institutional Directions," Town-
send (1986) found oYerwhelming support for the direction or concept of
"comprehensive community college" among community college admin-
istrators and faculty in the State University of New York community
college system. Eighty percent of the administrators and 77 percent of the
faculty who responded to her suney preferred this direction for the com-
munity college in comparison to the other three directions of "academi-
cally oriented two-year college" (16 and 19 percent), "community-based
learning center" (4 and 2 percent), and 'postsecondary occupational train-
ing center" (0 and 0.5 percent).

Reflecting a similar attraction to the notion of ,omprehensiveness,
the National Council for Marketing and Public Relations selected as its
recent theme for National Community College Month, 'Where America
Goes to College." More specific occupational or academic themes were
rejected in favor of this broader image.

If the image of a comprehensive, community centered institution is
pular with and aecepteu by the institution's faculty and administrators

as well as by outside groups, community college leadeis face two impor-
tant questions. First of all, what specific institutional features oi elements
can enhance or detract from that image? SPcoad how can the image of a
comprehensive, community -c ateied institution be effe( tiyely communi-
cated to the community itself%

SeYeral distinct and important institutional features are implied in the
concept of the "comprehensive community college." "Comprehensive"
implies a range of programs, boil' technical and academic; a variety of
serices; and no exclusion of important programs. "Community" implies
the serving of local needs, local control and "ownership," and paiticip,'
tion and imolyement of commumt) members. "College" implies an edu-
cational level beyond high school. an academic challenge, training for
professions, transferability of academic credits, and a community of scho-
lars. These features are by no means exhaustive, but they are ways in
which the comprehensive community college image can be manifested.

Community college trusteesiminisuatois, faculty and students who
are concerned with de%eloping a positive, distinctive institutional image
need to be aware of the wide range of possible institutional features that
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can affect the perception of a -cmnpiehensie community college." Fig-
ure. 1 dennetnes some of these feattLes and whether they contribute to
positive or negative images of the comprehensiYe community college.
While each feature's impact on institutional image is only speculative,
research in this area could yield important information for image
planners.

As Figure 1 indicates, the concept of the comprehensive community
college has great potential for generating a clistinctne institutional image
in the twenty-first certury. Community college 'cadets need to be aware,
however, that the inclusion of technical programs to pm ide a compie-

Figure 1. The Effect of Specific Institutional Features
on the Image of a Comprehensive Community College

Positive Image Negative Image

Comprehensive
1. Has comprehensive curriculum Has few programs
2 Has transfer programs. both Has ocational-technical programs

academic and technical only or has terminal
programs only

Community.
1. Has central role in community Has peripheral role
2 Has close working ties and Has infrequent contact with those in

cooperative programs with secondary schools
secondary schools

3. Has high visibility in the Has low visibilm
community

4 Meets community educational Is indifferent to community needs
needs

5. Is open to all Is open to select few
6. Serves bioad range of ages Serves only traditional student age

group
7. Has strong sole in coinmunit) Has minimal toile in economic

economic development development
8. Has active program advisor Has inactive advisory groups

groups
9 Has well-functioning college Has no foundation of limited citizen

foundation involvement
10. Has close ties with community Has weak ties with employets

employers

College
1. Has rigorous academic and Offers recreational courses such as

technical programs "belly dancing"
2. Has college marketing and public Lacks cohesive goals and strategies

relations coordinated to reinforce in its public relations and college
collegiate image marketing

3. Has college publications that Piojects noncollegiate images in
enhance collegiate identity publications
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hensise academic curriculum holds penis I'm a positive institutional
image. The genius of America's «immunity college system is that it
incorporated undo one iouf technical education and transfer education.
Unfortunately, technical education has also been labeled "tcnninal" edu-
cation, thus creating an image nap America's young peopleand then
parents as wellwant to keep then options for the flume open. To the
extent that terminal socational programs are dewed as an uresocable
decision from which there is no tinning back, they will be shunned by
those who still want or have a variety of options. The image trap of
terminal socational programs may explain the hesitancy of many stu-
dents to take adsantage of excellent vocational programs at the secondary
school les el. While the primary goal of technical education is to prepare
students for immediate employment (in comparison co transfer education,
whose primary goal is to piepare students for junior standing in a foul-
yea' college oi uniseisity), this goal does not necessarily imply that tech-
nical education must be "to minal." Instead of a rigid dis ision between
these two areas of a comp ehensise curriculum, institutions need (remise
efforts and deselopment of curriculum that can serse students with a
variety of educational aspirati ons, aspirations that may change (no time.
While not all students need to oi should progress to the baccalaureate
lesel of education, the critical factor is that the indis idual should not be
tracked into a path from which dime is no ieunn. The student should be
able to choose options that make sense in the short itin yet lease open
the possibility for further growth in the long run.

This catalogue of institutional features and possible images associated
with them, while not complete, suggests that college leaders need to be
aware of how decisions about institutional features mho t,.ppoit or
detract from intended images. For example, Dale Parnell (1982) has
warned community college leaders that the continuing education com-
ponent, though poipheral to the academic progiam, might have a strong
negatne influence on the public peiception of the college's academic
piogram. In a 'elated 'vein, the Commission on the Future of Community
Colleges (1988) recommends that continung education courses "reflect
both community needs and the educational traditions of the institution."

Some community colleges such as Miami-Dade hale ahead), earned
images as colleges of distinction. ON CI time, mole community colleges
will distinguish themselses in then communities and states, but doing so
will require, conscious efforts on the part of institutional leaders to build
a consistent image of quality.
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Examples of distinctive community college programs,
services, and delivery systems indicate just host' distinctive
these educational institutions are.

What Makes the Community
College Distinctive

Joseph N. Hankin

Community colleges are distinctive born othei highei education insti-
tutions on many dimensions, including their historical development,
philosophy, student body, faculty, organization, facilities, finances, com-
munity relations, programs, services, and delivery systems. This chapter
briefly di6cusses many of these features, then it concentrates on examples
of programs, services, and delivery systems that have made specific insti-
tutions distinctive.

Unique Features of Community Colleges

A numbei of auth-ms have examined the growth of the community
college as an educational institution. Both Vaughan (1985) and Brick
(1963) have brilliantly naced the historical development, philosophy, and
mission of the community and Juniui college movement in Ameiiea.
Brick asked to "what 'flannel of child" the movement had given birth
and, in telling the tale, painted a picture of a unique institution.

How distinctive the two-year college had become was chronicled by
Fields (1962) as 1w posited the theory that community and Junior colleges,
unlike other institutions of higher education in the United States, were
democratic, compiehensive, community oriented, dedicated to lifelong
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education, and adaptable. Fields wrote, "Community colleges are like
other colleges in some respects; ... But then' are Rai diffeleicces... .
These differences are all indications of the efforts that community colleges
are making to adapt to the problems posed, the students enrolled, and
the communities served" (p. 43). Fields then used case studies of several
institutions to make the point that community and rumor colleges were
distinctive with regard to curricular range, admissions requirements,
heterogeneity of students, and other factors.

The community college's problems with role definition and focus
have been traced in several works. Clark (1960), in his classic work on
the "open-door college," concluded that the multiplicity of roles dis-
played in institutions of this type blurred the sharpness of then educa-
tional focus. In another early work, Blocker, Plummer, and Ric hardson
(1965) desci ibed the internal struggle in two-year institutions to develop
their characteristic profile. The authors concluded that too man} col-
leges were denoting too many resources to the transfer function and not
enough to the technical programs that made them special. More recently,
Roueche and Baker (1987) have described Miami-Dade Community Col-
lege in Florida both as a distinctive institution and as one that has
worked out its identity problems and has become an example foi institu-
tions of its type.

Warren (1985) has traced the changing characteristics of community
college students and clearly demonstrated the differences between students
at two-year institutions and other types of colleges with regard to sex,
age, full-time versus part-time status, racial and ethnic group member-
ship, academic ability, social class, and educational purpose, for example.

just as the students arc different, so too are the faculty in comparison
to their colleagues at four-year colleges. For instance, Cohen (1988) has
found community college faculty more typically to have the master's
degree as the highest earned, less apt to be members of academic discipli-
nary organizations, and more apt to be unionized. Certainly community
college faculty's salary and tenure rates differ from those of their counter-
Dal is in four-year colleges and udiYerst ties, according to the latest annual
AAUP survey (American Association of University Professors, 1988).

Interestingly, few, if an}, studies of the differences among Institutions
of higher education with regard to organization or facilities have been
completed It stands to reason that the organization of many two-year
colleges that are smaller than then four-}ear counter parts would have
fewer vice presidents and provosts. There are many two-year colleges,
however, that are larger than four -}ear institutions (the average size of
two -year colleges is greater in enrollment than the average size of foul-
year colleges). Moreover, the greater imminence of functions such as
community services in two-year colleges would seem to dictate a different
organizational structure.

2
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Similarly, the physical plants of two-yea' institutions chile' hum those
o( then- four -year counterparts. Many fewer two-yea' colleges have dor-
mitories by nature of the mission of the public institutions. Again, it
stands to reason that two-year colleges, because they are younger in age
on the average, would h the newel physical plants, but, once again, there
has been no definitive study to cite.

When we turn to finance however, we do have national data (Stern
and Chandler, 1987) to demonstrate that two-year colleges, in com-
parison to their sister four-year institutions, spend less per student,
spend a higher proportion on instruction, receive their revenues in
differing proportion, from their sources, and atti act different and less
financial aid.

The dimension of "community relations" differs according to col-
lege and location, but, for the most part, community colleges, which try
to relate to then local communities as part of their normal functions,
may be said to place more emphasis on this d(1.1% it) than four-year
institutions do

Exemplary Programs, Services, and Delivery Systems

It is with regard to programs, services, and delivery systems, however,
that the tyyo-year conuramity and junior colleges more precisely establish
their distincti%eness, nut only from four-year colleges but even from one
another Again, if one looks to the early literature, such as the works by
Fields ;1962) and Brick (1963), community colleges are not supposed to
resemble 0112 another but .ere supposed to reflect the needs of their various
communities. To the extent that they do so, they fulfill their unique
missions.

In January 1988, I wrote to each of the state directors of community
colleges throughout the United States to elicit nomations of what they
considered to be the one or two most distinctive two-year college pro-
grams in their respective states. Based c.n the responses of twenty-two
directors, the results ate reported hoe alphabetically in order to avoid the
necessity of ranking them in any other way.

Alaska: Prince William Sound Community College. The only com-
munity college in Alaska that has not been absorbed into one of the th,,e
state universities as an extension program, this college serves sixteen
separate communities vv ith a total population of less than 20,000 indi-
viduals spread over 45,000 square miles. Some of its students live in
communities only accessible by air or water. To reach these students,
Prince William utilizes computer- assisted instruction, videotapes, and
teleconferencing techniques Its Developmental Disabilities Program,
unique in Alaska, pros ides thrilling foi paraprofessionals working with
handicapped individuals.
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The site of the main campus is Valdez, the southein end of the thins-
Alaska pipeline and a poi t hom which 25 percent of U.S. crude oil is
shipped. It is not utprising, theiefore, to find the college int olted rn
both local and statewide economic development. Specifically, it has
entered into an agreement with the Alaska Pac ific Refining Company to
pros ide training foi local residents foi employment at the $700 million
refinery that is being constructed. The president of the college also selves
as the mayor of Valdez.

Arizona: Central Arizona College. This college's Flight Nurse Train-
ing Program was established to meet the expressed job-training needs of
Samaritan Health Services, which operates Samatitan Air Evac, one of
the leading flight emergency medical air services in the nation. Other
emergency medical sert ice flight programs developed hate been Maternal
Nurse Transport, Neonatal Nurse Transport, Flight Respiratory Therapy,
and Flight Paramedic Training. This college, again alert to local needs,
has also developed a certificate program in recreational vehicle (RV)
maintenance and repair to meet the rapidly growing RV sales and sen ice
industry in the state.

Colorado: Aims Community College. Aims's Biofeedback Program is
reputed to be the only two-yeal college program in the nation that also
selves as a basic requirement for a master's degree at a state university
(the Unitersity of Northern Colorado). Aims also has one of three Pilot
Eno) Programs in the nation (Miami-Dade in Florida and San Jacinto
in Texas share the distinction) This program takes nonpilots and trains
them in two yens to be ready to fly as commercial airline copilots.

Florida: Several Community Colleges. According to the Florida State
Board of Community Colleges, Florida Association of Community Col-
leges, and Florida Department of Education (n d.), Central Florida Com-
munity College has one of six Miciodyne Automated Terminal Satellite
Downlink installations in the nation; it plot ides programming and
services for business and health (ale agencies, su,li as teleconferencing,
corporate paining and seminars, and special business-got ernmental-news
programming. Florida Keys Community College is the exclusite provider
of commercial diving safety training for the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers. Lake City Community College has served for more than foul dec-
ades as a statewide center for the training of forest technicians. Pensacola
Junior College helps blind and odic' Nk ise visually impaired students pie-
pare for life through its Skill Center for Independent Lit ing. Seminole
Community College has Moused the number of olunteer tutors work-
ing with !Henley students thiough its Project Literacy United States
(PLUS).

Hawaii: Honolulu Community College. Since Hawaii is a state that
has one of the hugest proportions of women in the woik for( ei need for
high-quality child care is ()tit ious. This college has developed a piogi am
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to tiain professional nannies to preside in the home ongoing full-time
child care for infants to preschool-age children.

Illinois: Danville Area Community College. A few yea's ago, this
institution, which has helped its community in economic lelelopment
foi years, recognized a major community problem. pool management-
labor relations. The college was instrumental in hooting the Symposium
of Labor-Management Coopeiation, which brought together for the first
time all of the area's key figures in labor and management. As a result,
the Danville Area Labor-Management Council was [mined with the
college's prcoident selling as its chair. In its six years of existence, the
council has helped to start successful labor-management committees at
two major firms, attracted a new medium security prison to the area,
representing $37.5 million of constriction and muie than 150 new jobs
(twenty-two other Illinois communities were in the competition), and
kept businesses in the area as well as attracted new firms.

Iowa: North Iowa Area Community College. The North Iowa Area
Community College -Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital Consoitium is an
arrangement between a regional hospital, w hich manages eight hospitals
in surrounding communities, and the community college, w hich series
nine counties. The two institutions work together to ploy ide a compre-
hPnsive health occupations program, including continuing health edu-
cation, and to staff a regional health education center for the merged
area they serve. By pooling staff, the two institutions can offer lower-cost
programs to those who participate.

Kentucky: University of Kentucky Community College System. The
Mobile Dental Hygiene Program consists of three elements. a perma-
nently located unit at Lexington Technical Institute and two mobile
programs, one serving the western and the other the eastern portion of
the state. Each of the mobile programs is located at one college for three
years befoie being rotated to anodic' college in the legion. Thus, the
programs have been offered at Ashland (two cycles), Somerset, Paducah,
Hazard, and Madisonyille .ommunity colleges and arc /Amendy being
offered a' Mays), ille and Southeast community colleges. Kentucky, like
other stat s, safe's hom an unel en distiibution of allied health profes-
sionals, especially in rural areas. This program solves a public-policy
need in addition to piouding a cost-efficient way of spreading scarce
resources around the state.

Louisiana: Southern University, Shreveport-Bossier City. Founded io
1967, this institution has a student body that is 90 percent black and a
faculty and administrative staff that is 75 pet cent minority. Tin. location
of its downtown campus has made it a natural training site for
business minority entrepreneurs and businesspeople, and the geography
cal location of the college makes it a health care insouctional (emu for
parts of three states: Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas.

cx
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Maryland: Several Community Colleges. According to the Maryland
State Boat d for Coilmina} Colleges (1987a, 1987b), several of its colleges
have innovative programs. The Centel for Study of Local Issues at Anne
Arundel Community College offers students an opportunity to gain field
experience in research methodologies (for example, on the natural water-
ways of Annapolis, the state capital) and helps reinforce the college's tole
as a major resource it: the intellectual life of the community. Cecil
Community College has the only equine apprenticeship plogiam in the
nation undo the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. Garrett
Community College has a statewide program in wildlife, fisheries man-
agement that capitalizes on the 'variety of ecological resources in the
western part of the state. More than 60 percent of the faculty members at
Hagerstown Junior College have returned to the business, industry, or
agency of their initial expertise under a college-sponsored program
designed to combat employee burnout and to refresh specialty skills. In
addition to a nationally acclaimed adult basic education program, Har-
ford Community College has a series of programs jointly sponsored with
the local board of education designed to certify public school teachers in
mathematics, train them in science, and give instruction in the u;
microcomputers.

Massachusetts: Bunker Hill Community College. This college is dedi-
cated to the concept that members of the college community must under-
stand and be able to function in cultures other than their own. To further
this objective, the college has faculty exchange programs, a program of
visiting scholars, and student exchange programs with three European
institutions (the Lycee Rene Cassin in Strasbourg, France; Blackpool and
Flyde cc:lieges in Blackpool, England; and the Thames Polytechnic Insti-
tute in London). In addition, there are study-travel abroad programs;
the Central American Scholarship Program, which, in conjunction with
eleven other community colleges across the nation, awards Peace Scholar-
ships to deserving Central American students from disadvantaged back-
grounds; and a cooperative arrangement with nearby Tufts University,
which provides workshops for teams of elementary and middle school
teachers, giving them resources with which to introduce the theme ''The
Common Humanity of Peoples" into their classrooms and those of others.

Michigan: Kellogg Community College. A new electronic delivery sys-
tem, the Education Utility, is being tried out by the college, local public
schools, a library, and a museum with the help of a grant from the Kellogg
Foundation. Its objectives are to encourage the development of self-directed-
ness in gt I setting, learning, and the development of lifetime learning
skills. Thus far, the Job Information Network, housed in the public
library. is used by all as a referral and research service for career change
considerations. The next step is to develop mutual use of data bases and
software Ultimately what will develop is an educational maintenance orga-
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nizauon, similar to he health maintenance oiganuations (11M0s) so prev-
alent today in the health caw industry, in which each agency will get mole
out of the collaborative endeavor than it contributes alone.

Minnesota: The Minnesota Community Colleges. Working together,
the community colleges in the state have mounted two programs worthy
of note here. The first is the Alliss Opportunity Giant Program, which
encourages adults who are over twenty-five, who have been out of high
school or college for at least seven years, and who do not have a college
degree to return co education by offering them a free college course. To
date, over 17,000 residents of Minnesota have taken advantage of this
program by attending classes in one of the eighteen local community
colleges These students, on the average, have donc better than B work
and often continue to take other courses toward a degree. In addition, the
state has encouraged high school juniors and seniors to take college
courses at no cost. Because of their locations throughout the state, the
community colleges have educated the majority of students taking advan-
tage of this Postsecondary Enrollment Options Program.

New York: LaGuardia Community College. Middle College High
School was established as an Iternative high school program by the
New York City Board of Education and the college, which is a unit of
the City University of New Yolk. The high school, housed physically
within the college, serves 450 students recommended by two school dis-
tricts adjacent to the college. The students have been identified as high-
risk students. prone to dropout, yet with college potential. The school
operates on a trimester model, similar to the college, and the core of the
curriculum is career preparation, with one-third of the students out on
internships at all times. Some of the students are eligible to take college
courses, if counseled into them by the collaborative staff. If they choose
to attend the college after high school completion, they are exempted
from some college requirements and given advanced standing. The pi in-
cipal is jointly selected and participates in the college governance struc-
ture, and some of the faculty members at each level are shared. Ehe
college has also helped to develop an alternative high school desigmd to
serve immigrant children with language skills problems.

North Carolina: Catawba Valley Technical College. Since North Caro-
lina has attracted a large furniture industry, this college has developed
programs to meet the needs of personnel and films within the field.
Courses are offered both at the college and in manuf,xturing plants in
furniture drafting, product development, production management, uphol-
stering, furniture design, and furniture marketing. The college laboratory
is a small-scale factory in itself.

North Dakota: Bismarck State College. At Bismarck State College, a
two-year public institution, two forty- five -week programs have been devel-
oped in power plant technology and process plant technology, with a
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fifteen-week c oie conunon to both The foi piosides control -room
operators for pow el-generating plants thiougliout the 18 eston part of the
state, and the latter pros ides the same kind,, of employees for the nation's
first and only coal gasification plant at Beulah, North Da Kota.

Pennsylvania: Williamsport Arm Community Cofiegc. This college
h;Is two noteworthy occupation,'!- technical program.. They Wastics and
polymer technologs program, the only one in the state and one of only
two on the East Coast, trains technicians to ssotk with processing tech-
niques suc h as injection molding, extrusion, sacuun forming, injection
blow molding, and extrusion blow molding. The automated manufac-
tuung program des clops skills in quahts (moo!, computer-
ized numencal (.011001, iobotic applications, computer -aided design, and
computer-integrated manufacturing.

Rhode Island: Community College of Rhode Island. The J. Arthur
11udeau Memorial Centel piosideti sei 1, ices for mental!) retarded citizens.
A new facility being constructed on college property will be used for
nonresidential, 1, ocational programs and job placement assistance for
clieno. of the (eine'. The center, which cmientl) seises as a clinical site
fot student field placements, will be a "lab school" fot students in the
college's human sersices program. Expanded piofessional relationships
between college fault) and center staff members has e stiengthened both.

Tennessee: Columbia State Community College. This college's Center
of Emphasis de.elops and produces interdisciplinars, interactise side()
programs and computer-assisted productions through the collaboiatise
efforts of the faculty in seNeral depaitmtnts and the center staff. Com-
pitted programs are then made asailable foi student use in tho (Two.
The labolator) has twenty -f( ur workstations with touch screen ntonitois
ronnected to con,puters and ideocassette recorders (VCRs) foi interactise
expenences that supplement insnuction of subjects as diveise as the
anatomy of a cat and the battles of the Civil War.

Texas: Laredo junior College. The college, with the support of the
Texas Department of Agri( ultuie, the Hebrew Unix eisits in Israel, and
Texas A&I at Kingssille, is des eloping and implementing a curriculum
for teaching Milos mist! agneultuial approaches to students at the post-
secondais lesel, utilizing a unique research and teaching facility a 135
acre demonstration fain for small (alums and aglicultur,1 businesses
located at the college. The faun emphasizes Application of Israeli mid-
land production technologies in coniparable wnditions in Texas. Laredo
has noted that aglic ulunal diseisification in the state has the potential to
create 25,000 new jobs, adding $6.1 billion of new business to Texas's
economy b) des eloping foul teen alteinatise clops in the arid regions of
the Rio Glut& Valle) and West Texas. Discussions hase already taken
place wit'i lepiesentat.ses of institutions of bight' !taming in Mexico to
explore fcrthei dissemination of the results of thin logram.
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Wisconsin: Milwaukee Area Technical College. The Milwaukee Enter-
prise Center was tne brainchild of the Wisconsin State Boa id and We
Wisconsin Foundation for Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education.
Thv center acts as an incaatoi, pros iding los% -«)st space'. % ith a system
of support services to new and emerging entrepreneurs and in Astrics,
e,pecially to minority business, and to others offering employment ut,por-
t to the handicapped and disadNantaged residents of the city. The
facility was first occupied by fire diverse businesses. a daycare-Head Start
program, a food distributor, a knitting manufacturer, a wood products
firm, and a recreational products firm, representing only one quarter of
the available space. An Economic Development Administration giant,
matched by money from the city of Milwaukee, helped to expand the
representation to include other tenants, such as a robotics engineering
firm, a plumbing carpentry contractor, a medical distributor, and a group
of artists.

Conclusion

Highlighting projects, programs, and services such as those described
here ignores an equal number of good examples. One could have included
the core curriculum at South Mountain Community College (Arizona),
which focuses on effectnel) recruiting, retaining, and preparing students
academically and socially while they ale still in high school; the "Hawaii
No Ka Oi" program at Kapiolani Community College, which offers
informative workshops Lk those wanting to learn more about the islands'
cultural heritage, multiethnic history, and natural environment, the pro-
gram of indis iduali7ed instruction at Bunker Hill Community College
(Massachusetts), which includes Mei a thousand sequenced programs in a
learning center staffed by professionals, Project Select at Westchester Com-
munity College (New York), which identifies potential teachers from
among the community college student bud), instructs them in a seminar
jointly taught 1,) faculty from a nearby university's school of education
and a local school district, and then articulates with education pro-
grams at the unnersity, qualifying students for employment in the school
district; the Wood Technology Program that pains operators of sawmills
at Hay wood Community College (North Carolina); and the National
'Fraiaing Centel for Microelectronics at Northampton Community College
(Pennsylvania), which offers paining on a %alien of levels, ranging horn
engineer through operator to technician, in surface mount technology,
hybrid microelectronics, and semiconductor fabi ication.

Still other innocatice and unique pi ograms arc outlined in Celebrat-
ing Two Decades of Innovation (Goodwin, 1988), a publication listing
some of the programs of member institutions of the League for Innoa-
non in the Community College.
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Taken together, these programs that make community colleges dis-
tinctive educational institutions ate imptesske. Some of them, such as
the Process Plant Technology Program at L ;smarck State College (North
Dakota) or the Metrology Program at Butler County Community College
(Pennsylvania), may be the only ones of then type in the nation. Others
are clearly replicated, such as the Middle College High School at Shelby
State Community College (Tennessee), which has acknowledged the lead-
ership in the field given by LaGuardia Community College. Some insti-
tutions, such as the Danville Area Community College through the
formation of its Area Labor-Management Council, serve as catalysts with-
out doing every thing themselves. Some states spread the scarce resources
around, such as the Mobile Dental Hygiene Program in Kentucky. Others
have institutions that cooperate with community agencies to achieve
more than any one entity can do alone. For example, there is the Mil-
waukee area collaboration among the city, the community college, the
Wisconsin Foundation for Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education,
and area businesses; and the cooperatke effort among Kellogg Commu-
nity College, local school districts, and the public library. Some efforts
are more than a dozen years old, while others are still in the process of
formation.

All efforts, however, help to make their institutions true "community''
collegesdistinct from other t) pes of institutions and e%en from their
brother and sister institutions. They also help fulfill the promise of the
"open door." In so doing, they exemplify the wink of the community
colleges as described by Vaughan (1987). "Just as the Statue of Liberty
beckoned those new to our shores, the. community college beckons today.

Give us your young, and your not so young:
Give us your capable, and your not so capable;
Give us your minorities, and your homemakc:s;
Give us your employed, your underemployed,

your unemployed;
Give us those in society who have too long lingered

on the periphery of the Amer ican Dream,
And we will help them to become bevel students,

better workers, better citizens, better people."
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Ascertaining both internal and external constituents'
perceptions of the institution may suggest new possibilities
for distinction.

A Search for
Institutional Distinctiveness:
Overview of Process
and Possibilities

Barbara K. Townsend

Institutions, like people, change and deNelop over time. Often they
begin as small organizations created through the effoi is of a few dedi-
cated induiduals and then des elop into complex organizations, employ-
ing thousands and seeing dilerse functions. Miami-Dade Community
College started in 1960 on one campus serving 1,100 students. Now
Miami-Dade is one of the ten largest colleges in the nation, with three
campuses serving oser 60,000 students (Miami-Dade Community Col-
lege, 1987) Similarly, the institution of the public two-year college
has developed horn only a few colleges at tlie start of this century to
over a thousand institutions serving over 4 million students in the
late 1980s.

Much of the growth of the public two-year or community college
,curr, aring the 1960s, a period when American belief in education

as the means to a better life resulted in extensile funding of punc higher
education systems. During this period, community colleges were estab-
lished at the rate of almost one a week. They emerged as educational

B F, lownumd (ed ) 4 Search for hi rtutrortal thstinctwerrecr
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institutions determined to ploy ''something tot e% cry body,'' including
people not normally expected to attend college.

Their willingness to sere nontraditional students and to reach out
into the community to recruit them was novel in the late sixties and
much of the seventies. In the 1980s, howeser, it is a tare higher education
institution that does not extend itself in numerous ways to these students.
1 hits, what once distinguished the community college as a type of edu-
catior al institution no longei does. Indeed, curlew!), about the only
distinctne characteristics of the community college as an institutional
type are the length of its academic programs (Ex«) years or less as com-
pared to the four-year programs of a college or university), its low cost,
and its diversity of curricular offerings.

Distinctiveness in program length is inherent in the conception of
the community college: It was designed as a two-}ear school. It was also
initially conceived of as a free or low-cost institution, which it still is
today. Nationally, tuition costs at public Ey% o-y ear colleges aYeraged $660
in 1985-86 as compared to almost twice that amount at public four-year
colleges and uni\ersities and almost eight times that amount at private
four-year colleges and unnersities (American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, 1987). Finally, the community college's curricular
offerings are the most diverse in postsecondary education. Its credit offer-
ings include academic of transfer-level programs as well as a wide
spectrum of occupational-technical programs. In addition, it offers dey el-
opmental courses, adult basic education, and noncredit, leisure-time
courses such as flower arranging and poetry writing.

While advocates of the community college may argue that it is also
distinguished by its geographic and academic accessibility as well as by
its community service orientation, in reality there are many four-yea'
colleges and unnersities, both 'Albin and pi iyate, that are basically open-
door institutions, accessible to and sexing the needs of residents in their
local community. In particular, many small, pri\ate, liberal arts colleges
pride themselves on paying indnidual attention to students and being
responsive to the needs of their surrounding community.

When the community college was highly distinctive as a type of edu-
cational institution, individual ,immunity college, benefited from this
generic distill( tneness through soaring enrollments and state funding.
Now that the community college is less distinctive as an educational
institution, individual community colltges are finding it moie difficult
to attract community members' enrollment in them as opposed to the
local proprietary 5( hool or state college. The competition for state dollars
has also increased as legislators and goy cmors question vs by there should
be so many state institutions of !light' education perfoiming essentially
the same functions.

As a result, individual community colleges are tipe to search for uistr
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tutional distinctiveness. It is time foi them to break away horn what was
once a national institutional effort to pros ide "something foi e ery, body"
and none instead toward emphasizing, as indis idual institutions, those
distinctive elements and qualities that they possess and that are valued by
their local communities. Determining s hat distinctive elements and qual-
ities a particular community college has and concentrating institutional
resources to develop these and other distinctne aspects aie important
steps in dr college's development

Achieving institutional distinctiveness insols es two major stages. first,
conducting a search for distinctive elements and qualitiesthat is, deter-
mining whether the institution has some distinctive aspects, and, if so,
what and how strong these aspects areand, second, utilizing the infoi-
mation derived from this determination.

Conducting the Search for Distinctive Aspects

Deciding to conduct a search for institutional distinctiveness is the
first step in determining what, if anything, is distinctne about a particu-
lar community college. Once that decision has been made, pragmatic
logistical questions arise. Who should do the study? When should it
occur? How long will it take? How should its results be disseminated?
More substantiyely, the questions of focus and methodology arise: What
information is being sought? How will it be elicited? While these ques-
tions will be addressed in detail in Chapters Foui through Six, the foi-
lowing is a brief oveiview of the process suggcAed here.

Focus. Determining the existence, nature, and strength of an institu-
tion's distinctne aspects requires an understanding of what is meant by
institutional distinctiseness and what conditions affect an institution's
ability to be distinctive.

A distinctne institution is one that has distinguished itself horn other
institutions carrying out similar functions. It does so either by actually
differing or by being peneis eel as differing on some of the elements or
dimensions necessary for these institutions to can) out their common
functions. While an educational institution can be distinctive for nega-
tive reasons, such as its illiterate graduates or its arrogant faculty, an
underlying assumption of this book is that those leaders searching for
institutional distinctis mess desire then institution to be y iewed as differ-
ing positnely horn similar institutions on a particular element or dimm-
sion. The ideal is an institution peneiyed as offering something of value
that other institutions in the local area or service region do not. For
example, all higher education institutions offer academic programs. Fur
a community college to be distinctive on this element, it must offer pro-
grams that other institutions in its area of region do not, or it must offer
programs that differ (or are percened to differ) substantively in then

r4 3
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organizing framework, emphases, or structure from other institutions'
programs with the same name. Similarly, all educational institutions
have faculty teaching students For a community college to be distinctive
on this common element, there must be a tangible or perceived difference
in the quality or nature of the faculty-student interaction.

It is important to understand that institutional distinctiveness has
two dimensions: empirical and perceptual. Empirically an institution is
distinctive if the elements or dimensions foi which it claims distinctive-
ness have a basis in factthat is, there is tangible "pwof ' of their exis-
tence. Obviously, a community college is distinctive empirically in its
program offerings if it is the only postsecondary institution in its area,
service region, or state to offer particular programs. It may also have an
empirical distinctiveness if it is one of only a few institutions to offer
services to a certain clientele.

An institution may also be perceived to be distinctive even when the
is little or no empirical reality to this perception. For example, many
community college faculty and administrators perceive their instituti.in
to Ole' students more individual attention and support than they would
receive elsewhere in higher education. Not only are them few, if any,
studies that support such claims, but faculty in small, private, liberal arts
colleges also make the same claim. Thus, perceptions of institutional
distinctiveness may not always match the reality.

Perceptions of an institution are important, though, because they can
influence the empirical reality. If people believe that a certain situation
exists at an institution, that situation may come into being. For example,
if faculty and staff believe that a concern for students is a value of the
institution's administration and will be recognized in annual evaluations,
then at least some faculty and staff will increase then demonstrations of
caring about students' academic success. The students will experience
this increased caring and will then perceive the institution to be a caring
one, which indeed it has also become in reality, although no studies may
be conducted to "prove" that it is so.

In then search for institutional distinctiveness, institutional leaders
need to ascertain which of their community college programs and other
elements ale empirically distinctive. Leaders also need to determine what
elements and dimensions of the institution are perceived as being dis-
tinc iv e, in mite' words, they need to discover Iv hx h institutional aspects
have a distinctive image. The usual approach to examining institutional
image is to determine the perceptions of external constituentslocal
citizens and leaders of business and industry through image studies
conducteu by the office of institutional research. These perceptions can
provide important information to institutional leaders, but they may not
he congruent with the perceptions of internal constituents. Internal con-
stituentstrustees, administrators, faculty, support staff, and students-
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also need to be queried about then perceptions of the institution's dis-
tinctiveness. Their responses will yield a picture of the institution as
perceived by those who have firsthand knowledge of its inner workings.
While some of the constituents' perceptions may surprise and even dis-
may a college's leadership, which may hold a different vision of the
institution, it is important for institutional leaders to understand how
those within the institution perceive it.

These perceptions of internal constituents then need to be checked
against the perceptions of external constituents. Those who are outside
the institution may perceive elements as distinctive that those who are
within may take for granted because they are too close to them. In addi-
tion, those outside may not value to the same degree an element or facet
that those within the institution do. Ultimately, the goal of the search
for institutional distinctiveness is to align the external and internal views
of the institution's positive elements as closely as possible. Only in this
way can an institution be sure it is giving the marketplace what it wants
while also satisfying the preferences of its internal constituents.

Determination of external perceptions also reinforces the importance
of the external environment to the development of institutional distinc-
tiveness in the community college. While many four-year colleges and
universities have state or national student bodies, most community col-
leges are local institutions, drawing theft enrollments almost itirely from
residents in their immediate community. As a result, the socioeconomic
level of the community in which it is situated and the quantity and diver-
sity of businesses and industries within this community have a strong
impact on what the community college can become, both in terms of its
programmatic offerings and others' perceptions of its distinctiveness as an
educational institution. If a community college is located in an area with
mostly blue- and pink-collar workers, these people will be likely students
for the institution because they will value what It has to offer them. Its
flexible scheduling will enable them to take courses while still working
full time, its low cost will suit their pocketbooks, and its open-admissions
policy will accommodate their previous academic record.

In addition, if the community has many varied businesses and indus-
tries that need training programs for their workers, the community
college can become the higner education institution that offers these
programs A community college located in this kind of environment can
easily achieve a distinctive image as an institution that meets the needs
of local esidents for inexpensive, easily accessible job training and col-
lege courses. On the other hand, a community college located in an area
with few businesses and industries needing trained workers and with a
low -c open-admissions state college nearby will find achieving a dis-
tinctive image in its community to be more difficult. Moreover, the
degree of funding available from the state and from the locality may
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affect a community college's programmatic possibilities. Thus, the exter-
nal environmentthat is, vs, here the «immunity college is locatedsets
major parameters on the degree and type of institutional distinctiveness
possible.

In some instances, the restrictions caused by the institution's geogra-
phic and socioeconomic setting may not alloys fir much distinctiveness
in programmatic offerings. Distinctiveness can still be achieved, how-
ever, b' differing qualitatively on important dimensions of the educa-
tional process. For example, constituents within a particular community
college can agree to provide a highly supportive environment for first-
generation college students of any ethnic background or age. If the com-
munity college is located in an ethnically diverse, working-class commu-
nity, this supportive environment will be a 1 ued by community members
and will become the college's distinctive element, even tf the institution
is not able financially to be distinctive by offering a wide variety of
occupational-technical programs.

Methodology. Determining a community college's potential for achiev-
ing institutional distinctiveness involves three components. (1) searching
for empirically distinctive programs. (2) ascertaining the perceptions of
internal constituents about the institution, and (3) checking the percep-
tions of internal constituents against those of external constituents. While
the perceptions of an institution's external constituents and those of its
internal constituents are equally important, the methodology detailed
in this book concentrates on the gathering of internal perceptions, a
neglected topic in the community college's efforts to achieve a distinctive
identity. Determination of external perceptions is then advocated as a
kind of "reality check" of internal constituents' perceptions.

The easiest part of the search for institutional distinctiveness is look-
ing for evidence of empirically distinctive programs and services. For
example, Illinois community colleges are required to keep a list of "dis-
tinctive" programs on file with the Illinois Community College Board.
The programs on the list are those in which out-of-district students may
enroll at the "charge-back" price since the community college within
their district does not have such programs. Seeking mit this list is a
logical step in an Illinois community college's search for empirically
distinctive programs. Another way to ascertain such programs is to ask
an institution's di ision heads and deans to generate a list of the distinc-
tive programs in their area. These lists can then be verified by checking
other area postsecondary institutions to see if they have similar programs.

Far more time consuming is ascertaining the perceptions of internal
constituents about possible distinctive institutional elements and dimen-
sions. Trustees, administrators, middle managers, classified staff, faculty,
and students must be surveyed and interviewed for their perceptions
regarding the institution's distinctive elements. The data derived from
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the interviews and surveys are then analyzed for themes and presented to
at least some of the constituent groups such as the faculty and adinnus-
trators for further refinement.

Institutional tcaders must then assess tit, validity internal constitu-
ents' perceptions of distinctive elements. For example, faculty May per-
ceive they are distinctive in then frequent use of alternative modes of
learning. Before deciding to promote the institution externally as dis-
tinctive because of the diverse ways it enables students to learn, adminis-
trators should first ask if there is any evidence to indicate that their
institution's faculty do indeed use alternative modes of learning more
frequently than do faculty at other postsecondary institutions. If there is
little or no empirical evidence, then administrators concerned with insti-
tutional integrity have two chokes. They can Attempt to turn the faculty's
perceptions into reality through rewarding faculty who do use alterna-
tive modes of learning, or they can refuse to claim distinctiveness for
this asr_Axt.

The third component of the processchecking internal perceptions
of the institution against those of external constituentsprovides another
way of ascertaining the validity of internal perceptions. For example, if
faculty and staff perceive themselves to offer a supportive environment
for returning women, this perception can be checked as part of a survey
of local residents, along with other questions about the college.

In sum, this first stage of the search for institutional distinctiveness
will yield two kinds of information: what programs and elements, It any,
are empircally distinctive, in a particular community college, and what
elements and dimensions are perceived to be distinctive, both by internal
and external constituencies.

Utilizing What the First Stage of the Search Reveals

In the second stage of the search for institutional distinctiveness,
senior-level administrators utilize the information gained thus far. The
search may reveal that the community college has several distinctive
programs and other elements that are already receiving sufficient atten-
tion and recognition, both within the college and outside it. For example,
institutional leaders [nay learn that their institution has several empiri-
cally distinctive programs and is also perceived by i faculty, staff, and
students and by the local community to be a college that "goes the extra
mile" for its students.

Institutional leaders who find themselves in the env iable position
of already having distinctive programs and other elements have some
decisions to make. First of all, they need to evaluate these distinctive
programs and elemcats. A particular technical program may clearly be
distinctivethat is, the only one in the college's service arcabut it may
generate insufficient enrollment to justify its high costs for equipment
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and staffing. Thus, senior-loci administrators may decide to terminate
the program in spite of its distinctiveness.

Another decision to be made is which distinctive elements should be
emphasized in the marketing of the institution as e11 as in its internal
workings. If faculty and staff perceise that they are distinctive in then
caring attitude toward students, administrators may decide to emphasize
this attitude by rewarding it in annual personnel esaluations. This same
element could also be emphasized to external constituents in promo-
tional literature about the college. Quotations hom students about the
caring faculty and staff could be included in college brochures and
advertisements.

While some institutions that undergo a search for institutional di,
tinctiseness will find their distinctiveness serified, the majority of insti-
tutions will probably be resealed as lacking much or any distinctiveness
as educational institutions. The} will lack empiricall} distinctive pro-
grams, and the elements perceived their internal constituents as dis-
tinctive will have little basis in reality or will not be so perceived by the
local community. If such is the case, institutional leaders have several
options. One is to create and develop some empirically distinctive pro-
grams. For example, a needs as -ssment of local businesses and industries
might indicate a demand for workers trained in robotics. After ascertain-
ing that no other regional postsecondary institution provides such train-
ing, senior-lesel administrators may decide to pursue state funding for a
program in robotics. Another approach is to decide to emphasize, both
internally and externally, the elements perceived 1.,) internal constituents
as distinctive. As suggested before, if faculty and staff percei%e themselses
to be more caring about the academic success of students than are faculty
and staff in four-year colleges and universities, institutional leaders can
elect to empdasize this dimension in the reward system. By so doing,
administrators Will be encouraging an empirical reality as well as a per-
ceptual one. In addition, the institution's emphasis on posiding a caring
environment for the student can be stressed in its marketing of the
institution.

In deciding to dodo!) distinctive programs such as robotics and or
to emphasize less tangible elements such as a caring attitude toward
students, senior-lesel administrators need to be aware of the different
requirements for each. Developing empirically distincnse programs
insolses obsious, straightforward steps. Identify a communit} need, plan
a program to meet this need, find funding for the program, and market
it. Finding the funding is probably the major task and may be a Hercu-
lean one nowadays in some communities and states. However, if insti-
tutional leaders can find the money to establish empirically distmctise
programs, whether the} be academic ones or support SCR Res, institu-
tional distinctiveness of a certain type is within their grasp.
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Fstablishing institutional distinctiveness through emphasizing a qual-
itatively better dimension of such a standard function of element as teach-
ing is a far more complex process. Administrators who decide to pursue
this option must keep several points in mind. First, they should only
emphasize an element that has the support of the majority of the institu-
tion's internal constituents. Deciding to emphasize in the local commu-
nity a research orientation in the faculty would be unwise if most of the
faculty are not committed to pursuing research.

Equally important is external or community demand 'tor the element.
Institutional leaders should guard against emphasizing a quality or
dimension desired by internal constituents but not by the community.
For example, those in charge of the curriculum ma} be enamored of self-
paced learning. They may advocate that every course be self-pacedthat
is, with students working individually at their own pace with little or no
interaction with other students in the classroom. Would-be students, how-
ever, may be wary of this approach to learning. Accustomed to the usual
classroom interaction, they may regard with suspicion an institution
that uses a less mainstream approach. Those who want to attend college
partly for the opportunity it provides to make friends would also be
alienated by self-paced learning, since it pros ides little opportunity for
students to work with one another. Thus, an institution that uses only
this approach to learning would certainly be a distinctive institution,
but it puts its sun kal at risk if external constituents do not desire this
approach. Educational leaders should remember the automobile indus-
try's experience with the Edsel, a car touted by its makers as the latest in
automotive design and sure to sell to the American public. Unfortunately
for Ford, its maker, the Edsel's kind of distinctiveness did not appeal to
car buyers. The car flopped on the market and quickly became an auto-
motive dinosaur. The fate of the Edsel serves as a warning to institutional
leaders seeking distinctiveness. Be sure that external con stituents desire
the distinctive element as much as internal constituents do.

Another consideration exists for institutional leaders seeking insti-
tutional distinctiveness: Careful long-range planning must ensure that
there are sufficient institutional funds to maintain a distinctive element or
dimension once it is developed. For example, leaders of an urban comrnu-
nit} college may decide to stress the institution's ability to provide support
services for minority students. Initially, funds will be needed to create or
expand support services for minorities. Spanish-speaking advisers and
counselors might be hired, and computer programs that teach basic math
in Spanish might be bought. Once these and other special ser% it es are in
place, money must also be spent to ensure their continuance.

Finally, for those leaders concerned with institutional integrity, the
perceptions (both internal and external) of an intangible element such as
caring faculty and staff should match the reality. This requires ongoing
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evaluation as well as the w illingness and the funds to suppoit, through
the reward s} stem, faculty and staff vv ho manifest the distincuxe elements.

Conclusion

Since the community college is no longer as distinctive an educational
institution as it one w as, leaders at individual community colleges are
urged to conduct a search for institutional distinctiveness. In so doing,
the} will learn hat piogrammatic elements and dimensions are empiri-
cally distinctive or even unique about their institutions. They will also
learn what dimensions are perceived by internal and external constituents
to be distinctive, even though these dimensions ma} not be so in reality.

The decision to search foi institutional distinctiveness involves the
risk of learning what little, if an thing, is empirical]} distinctive about a
particular institution or that constituents' perceptions are inconsistent
with the institutional ision held b} its leaders. But the decision also
opens up new possibilities for an institution. As its leaders decide to
establish or build on perceived and empirically distinctive elements, they
can develop an institution whose identity is a matter of personal and
professional pride for all its members. Institutional leaders can also create
an institution worth} of the positive public image so vital to institutional
suivival and development.
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The initial organization for a community college's search
for distinctiveness includes use of a college committee o,
a consultant.

How to Begin the Search
for Institutional
Distinctiveness

Michael B. Quanty

A college's watch fot Institutional disotictilencss begins in eat nest with
the decision of how to pu- ,xed with the study. Although thete ate man)
possible ways to conduct such a sealch, the dctision sill probably be
between appointing a college committee to explore the issue or cmploy -
Mg a consultant horn outside the college. P,oth approaches Itaye achan-
(ages and disadvantages.

The appointment of committees to deal with complex issues is a time-
wom tradition in educationalmost to the point of being a cliche. Neyer-
theless, the practice has merit. Comnuttee members will be more famihat
with the college than gill a consultant Also, a committee can bung a
wide range of perspectives and expel use to beat on a problem. Int oly mg
membets of the college community in the setuch also could help build
consensus on the findings and a sense of «Anmitment to the project. On
the other hand, the process of de, eloping consensu, often results in
compromises on important issues. L. mittee members also may be so
involvod with the college that their objcctiyity is impaired. In addition,
although they may be vier' familial Vs 1 th then own college, they may
have a limited perspective on what other colleges ate doing. Since a

B 6 Io%listild led ) A Search for butautional notincinerress
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definition of distinctiveness requires differentiating one's college from
other institutions, this limited perspective can be a serious problem.

An outside consultant can bring specialized expertise and a fresh,
objective perspective to the search. A consultant also is more likely to be
sufficiently familiar w ith other institutions to identify clearly distinctive
characteristics of the college. The level of accountability for the consul-
tant who is employed specifically for the task is also likely to be higher
than that of a committee composed of indivikluals with many other
responsibilities. On the negative side, the college community may react
to a consultant with skepticism, especially if her or his findings turn out
to be at variance vv ith the conventional wisdom on campus. People who
have invested a great de.'l of themselves in an institution may question
the assumption that someone from the outside can, with lirnitc.l expo-
sure, d elop a better understanding of the college than they possess.

A key consideration in the choice between these two approaches is
the college's past experience with committees and consultants. These
experiences obviously will affect the college's receptivity to one or the
other process. The prevailing mood of the campus is another important
consideration. If the college is relatively mature in its development, fis-
cally sound, with healthy enrollments and good job security, has ing an
outside consultant lead the search may be perceived as a good idea. If the
ens ironment is unstable, employ ing a consultant could be seen as threat-
ening. If the situation at the college is desperate, a consultant may be
seen as the only t iable option. Linde' any circumstances, the decision as
to who will conduct the search is a crucial one and should be weighed
carefully.

Using a College Committee

If the decision is made to use a college committee to conduct the
search for distinctiveness, each of the following areas must be addressed
if the committee's work 15 to hate maximum impact: (I) selecting its
members, (2) des eloping the committee's change, (3) organizing the com-
mittee effectively, (4) pros iding the committee with the necessary back-
ground information, (5) pros iding the necessary institutional support,
and (6) developing a procedure for aclues mg consensus on the commit-
tee's findings.

Selecting the Committee. The first decision in choosing a committee
involves representation. Criteria for selection should be carefully consid-
ered and clearly stated. Often committees are structured so that members
collectively represent a variety of perspectives and arc balanced according
to such factors as race, sex, type of discipline, and division. Nevertheless,
individual committee members may never know whom they are supposed
to 'epresent. Is a black male faculty member who teaches English repre-
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seining blacks, teaching faculty, the English Department, or some other
group? In fact, green the selection process, he or she most likely will be
perceived as representing several perspectives at once. During committee
deliberations, lie may also represent each of his perceived constituencies
at different points. Such amorphous sole expectations oby iously can
create confusion. To avoid such confusion, the college administration
should fully apprise committee members of the reasons for their se!ection.

The nature of a committee's assignment should determine the com-
position of the committee and the criteria for selecting its members. In
this case, the committee will be asked to determine what about the college
is distinctive and to communicate its findings to the college community.
For the first task, one needs individuals who are analytical and who
represent a wide spectrum of views. For the second task, one needs indi-
viduals who base credibility with various constituencies on campus and
who are effective communicators.

lb assure a wide spectrum of views and to facilitate later acceptance
of the findings, the committee must include representatives of faculty,
sulmort staff, and administrators. Distinctive aspects of a college are
probibly not limited to its instructional programs, so the committee
shoulc! not be limited only to faculty. Faculty membership should include
a represencotive from each division and people from both occupational-
technical and college transfer disciplines. Support staff should include at
least one representAive from each dean's or vice president's area. Admin-
istrative membership should be limited to one or two individuals who
have a broad understanding of the college.

The criteria for selecting individual members from all three groups
are the same. As mentioned earlier, the task requires that they have good
analytical abilities. The second criterion that they she ald be opinion
leaders, individuals who has e a reputation for clearly articulating their
views and for influencing opinion on important issues. These Indic iduals
should not be confused with the opinionated spokespeople who may
consistently and vociferously represent a particular point of N iew but
who seldom influence the outcomes of a vote. Opinion leaders also
should not be confused with the elected or appointed leadership of recog-
nized organizations such as a fault of staff senate. Although opinion
leaders often do assume these roles, not all elected leaden are effective
opinion leaders. An opinion leader is one who is seen as thoughtful,
insightful, and reasonable even by those who may differ with the person
on an issue, one who is forceful but open to other points of view and
able to compromise. Choosing these types of individuals ensures that
various points of view will be well represented within the committee
while minimizing the chances of factionalism disrupting the group.

It is obvious horn the preceding discussion that my bias for committee
selection for this purpose is by appointment rattle' than election. The
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skills required for this task are such that election does not seem appropri-
ate. the president, however, should not attempt to appoint the members
alone. A good approach would be to work with the college's deans or
vice-presidents and the faculty and staff leaders to solicit nominations of
people whom they feel possess the skills required, thus pros iding a pool
of potential members. Individuals who are consistently nominated should
prove good bets.

Another obvious point is that students were not included in the
committee membership. This omission is not meant to minimize their
importance in the process. It ,nears that there are more effective and
meaningful ways to include student participation than by haying a few
students serve on the committee. Committee membership would be a
hardship for most community college students, and it would be difficult,
if not impossible, to represent the full range of student views on a com-
mittee. Preferably, the committee should assume the responsibility for
ensuring student involvement. They can do so in a variety of ways: sur-
veys, interviews with selected students or student leaders, an open hearing
for students, or a poll in the stude newspaper, to name just a few.
Ascertaining student opinion is too important to mist to the sporadic
participation of one or two students on the committee.

Developing the Committee's Charge. The charge to the committee
should be carefully stated in writing. It should clearly state why there is a
need for the study, exactly wha' is expected of the committee, how the
findings will be reviewed, and how they will be wed.

Clearly articulating the need or swh an undertalying will show ti-e
committee members and the coil comm. nit} that this is not a frivo-
lous or hastily conceived idea. A irefully crafted statement of need can
also allay concerns over hidden agendas and can stave off discussions
about "why are we really doing this."

It is important to define carefully what is expected of th, ommuttee.
The concept of distititriveness is one that is not ccinmonly associated
with community colleges where emphasis traditionally has been plated
on comprehenskeness. Therefore, great care should be taken to expand
on the definition. It may also be useful to define the term by exception.
Through an enumeration of many of the things that cannot be substi-
tuted for the institution's definition of its distinctise elements, the search
can be better focused, and several false starts may be eliminated. For
example, the following points might be made:

i Distinctiveness goes beyond mission. The college's distinctiveness
will not be found in its mission statement. The way a college opera-
tionalizes the various goals in its mission statement, the priorities it
establishes among those goals, and the relative success it experiences in
achieving diaerent goals may contribute to its distinctneness. The goals
themselves, however, are not likely to set an institution apart.
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2. Distinctiveness goes beyond .stereotypes. Stereo typical statements
such as "we offer excellent instruction because our faculty are paid to
teach, not to do research" are not acceptable definitions for this purpose.
1:le committee must be careful to avoid such generalizations.

3. Distinctiveness is not a measure of work environment. As the com-
mittee proceeds with its task, it is likely that members will discuss what
is distinctiv e about the college to them. In these discussions or in subse-
quent interviews or discussions with one's colleagues, it is important to
keep in mind that, while the work em ironment can permeate ever} thing
we do and how we are perceived, it usually is not a defining characteristic
of a college. Only in cases where the work env ironment represents an
attitude that also is reflected in programs and services does it become a
defining characteristic.

4. Distinctiveness is not a lightning bolt. It is not likely that there will
be a single program oi service at the college that truly sets the institution
apart. If a community college has such a program, chances are good that
its members know about it. More like]}, distinctiveness lies in has ing a
unique grouping of programs oi services, in an attitude about students
or instruction that cuts across the college, or in the way the college
orders its priorities.

This process of defining by exception ma} seem heavy-handed and
smack of overkill, but it serves several purposes. It points out the need
for careful research and consideration, it clarifies for the cynics that the
search is not intended to be just another semantic exercise, and it helps
the committee maintain the proper focus. The natural tendency would
be to use such examples in an informal, oral presentation to the commit-
tee when the charge is explained. They really should be in writing, how
ever, because inevitably, months into the task, committee members will
be discussing what is really wanted. At that point, they won't accurately
remember what was said and will look to what vv as written for guidance.

As pal t of defining the task, the charge to the committee should also
explain the need for supporting evidence. It may be desirable to be less
explicit in defining what will serve as evidence and mere]} stress the need
for documentation. Through too narrow a definition of the ty pe of ev i-
dence required, the scope of the stud} ma} inadvertent]} be cncumsciibed.
For example, the committee ma) avoid qualitative judgments if too much
emphasis is placed on quantifiable evidence.

The charge to the committee also should include a statement of how
the findings will be reviewed. It ma} be desirable to include provisions
for collegewide hearings on a draft of the report with a subsequent oppor-
tunity for the committee to reconsider and revise. The process for admin-
istrative review should be stated so that both the committee and the
administrative staff know then respective roles. Finally, the president's
responsibility for responding to the committee should be defined.
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The final element of the charge should be a short statement of how
the results will be used. This statement should include the intended
audience for the report and the areas in which 't will be used to influence
decisions This section is important because it could affect the way the
committee approaches its task and because it will a oid future misunder-
standings. The findings conceivably could be used in planning, budget-
ing and staffing, marketing, and fund raising and development.
Similarly, the intended audience could be the president only or broad
distribution within and outside the college. Knowing the range of uses
in advance will probably affect the tone and nature of the report, but it
will also make the committee more comfortable in its woik.

Organizing the Committee. The way a committee is organized can
have a substantial impact on the quality of the final report. Therefore, it
is essential that the committee chair be able to conduct an effective meet-
ing, to motivate people, and to delegate responsibilities. Just as in the
case of selecting committee members, appointment rather than election
is appropriate for this task. Since the process for accomplishing the task
will be loosely defined, it places a great deal of responsibility on the
chair. Not everyone can provide effective leadership in an unstructured
situation. In fact, it might be a good idea to select the chap first and then
to involve that person in the selection of other committee members.

In organizing a committee, one needs to remember the major advan-
tages a committee offers. Those advantages include bringing a variety of
perspectives to bear on a problem and creating a situation where brain-
storming can develop individuals' ideas more fully. Too often committees
are divided into sraall groups to woik on a portion of the task and to
bring a solution back to the group. The subcominittee reports are then
spliced together to make a final report. The resulting product, then, is
largely a collection of individuals' opinions about a variety of topics
rather than a consensus of group opinion on the full range of topics. It is
true that tasks need to be apportioned among the committee's members,
but there needs to be a mechanism for assuring that the entire committee
discusses and reviews the findings of any subgroups that are foi med. The
emphasis needs to be placed on this review and discussion rather than on
merely completing a series of assigned tasks.

One way to help maintain the proper perspective is to have subcom-
mittees prepare abbreviated reports that briefly state findings, evidence,
and potential implications in a format similar to a sentence outline.
This procedure will focus discussion on the findings, interpretations,
and implications rather than the syntax, style, and tone of the report.
The full committee can then arrive at consensus regarding major conclu-
sions to be drawn from the subgroup's work. This system avoids having
individuals and subgroups invest inordinate .mounts of time in writing
and places the emphasis where it should bc. on review and synthesis.
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Later a writing team or editor will be able to use the modified subgroup
reports as outlines for developing a coherent it.port that reflects the views
if the entire committee.

Providing the Committee with Background Information. The com-
mittee can save a great deal of time and increase its chances of success if
its members are provided with an achance packet of background infor-
mation; including an annotated bibliography of general articles and
books on image and distinctiveness. Reprints of selected articles should
also be provided. In addition, copies of selected institutional research
studies conducted at the college should be included. Information relevant
to internal perceptions can be found in student surreys, faculty and staff
surveys, and graduate follow-ups. External perceptions can be docu-
mented in studies dealing with the success of graudates in the workplace
and at transfer colleges, employer surveys, or image surreys conducted
in the community. It might be helpful to have the institutional research
office (or other office responsible for the surveys) prepare a short summary
of findings related to internal and external perceptions and referencing
specific reports. Relevant sections of the reports could be highlighted.

Another potentially valuable source of information for the group
would be the college's self-study for accreditation or reaffirmation of
accreditation. Sections reviewing the mission, educational programs, and
support services could prove especially useful. The report of the visiting
committee would provide an outside opinion and could point to areas
that were deemed especially strong or distinctive.

Finally, the committee should be provided with relevant historical
documents that would show changes in the college's emphasis or mission
over time. Potential sources of such information would be long-range
plans, curriculum plans, curriculum committee minutes, past mission
statements, consultants' reports, and program reviews.

Providing the committee with this type of information not only
makes its job easier but also reinforces the importance of its work and
shows an institutional commitment to the project.

Providing Institutional Support to the Committee. For the committee
w function effectively, it needs full institutional support. It is very likely
that the committee will want to surrey selected groups to help identify
distinctive elements. The college should facilitate this effort by assigning
the institutional research office (or other appropriate office) to pros ide
staff support to the committee. If there is no office on campus that
has the necessary expertise, the committee should have the option of
employing a consultant.

The president also should ensure that other offices and the faculty
and staff in general are prepared to cooperate with the committee. Urging
of cooperation can be accomplished formally or informally, but it is
critical that a spirit of cooperation prevails.

'T
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Achieving Consensus on the Report. Foi the lepoit on distinctiveness
to have maximum impact, the college needs to devise a .nethod for achiev-
ing consensus on the findings. The process recommended here involves
three elements: collegewide review, adnunistiative review, and presidential
reaction. Collegewide ley icy% can be accomplished through oper, hearings
to rev iew the findings. Soch hearings would give the c ommittee chance
to receive reactions of colleagues and provide an opportunity for it to
reconsider its findings. Administrative review can be coordinated through
the president and the chief ad.-ninistrative officers of the college. Once
the president has the commioee'= 1;nal report i'nd the reactions of rite
administrators, she or he should respond formally to the committee by
stating reactions to the report and reasons for rejecting any recommenda-
tions. This reaction document then will wive a, the college's position on
its distinctiveness.

This review process is an essential element. It assures that the college
community is aware of the college's position and brings closure to the
process It can help eliminate later con2usion and deLate and allow the
college to begin the work of applying the insights gained from the watch.

Using a Consultant

Perhaps the dec ision is made to employ a consultant lather than to
use a committee. Choosing the light consultant and cleating the c limate
for that individual or firm to pet form its job require a great deal of effort
on the part rf the college. First, the college needs to determine the criteria
that will be used to select the consultant. It then needs to develop a
procedure for selecting among qualified c..,1dates. Once a selection has
been made, the college needs to provide necessary background informa-
tion, establish the climate for the consultant's visit and subsequent report,
arrange for a site visit, and evaluate the consultant's performance.

Determining Selection Criteria. The determination of selection cri-
teria for the consultant will depend primarily on the purpose of the study
and the intended use of the information. If the purpose is to dec.. ne
what various constituencies pen ewe to be distinctive about the college
and the information is to be used primarily in marketing the college, the
consultant should be a marketing expert in developing corporate identi-
ties. If the purpose is to determine how the college actually differs from
other educational institutions and the information is to be used primarily
for institutional planning and budgeting activities, the consultant should
be an educational expert.

In reality, of course, the college will probably wish to look at both
perceptions and structural indications of distinctiveness and will want to
use the information in a variety of ways. In such cases, the institution
should establish tentative priorities among the intended purposes and
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uses of the study to sole as a guide lbt determining the needed qualifica-
tions of the consultant.

Qualifications that should be stressed regardless of the consultant's
background ale a familiarity with sure or inter iew methods, an ability
to communicate with dicerse constituencies, and good analytical skills. It
is most important that the Indic 'dual or group chosen have credibility
within the college community. A good way to establish such credibility is
to have a group at the college define the range of tasks required, the
qualifications needed, and the procedure that will be used to make the
selection.

Developing the Selection Pro,-edure. A good method ^f selecting a con-
sultant is to begin by developing 1 formal request for proposals. Decelop-
ing a request will help the college clarify its expectations and will aid in
determining the role and scope of responsibilities for the consultant. The
first section of such a request should clearly spell out the study's objectives.
Essentially, this section should describe what the consultant's final report
to the college should cover. It should define what is meant by distinctive-
ness and provide an indication of how the information will be used.

The second section should request prospective consultants to propose
a methodology for accomplishing the study objectives. If there are certain
requirements that must be met, such as interviews with faculty, staff, or
students, these should be stated. The request, however, should allow as
much flexibility as !possible in order to provide respondent., with the
opportunity to propose creative methodologies. The request should
require respondents to define their role and the responsibilities of the
college in the process. Respondents also should submit a tentative sched-
ule for accomplishing the task within the time frame set by the college.

The third section should enumerate the criteria to be used in evaluat-
ing the proposals and the relative importance of each ciitei ion. It should
also state who will ultimately approve the report and detei mine that the
conditions of the contract have been fulfilled.

Once a selection has been made, a formal contract should be prepared
from the proposal. The consultant's search then can begin.

Providing Background Information for the Consultant. Before the
consultant Visits the campus for inteiciews, the college should provide
her or him with enough information to ensure familiarity with the
institution. The information packet should Include a current college
catalogue, promotional publications and brochures, annual reports, self-
studies, program reviews, relevant research reports, and news articles or
press releases. It might be advisable to request the consultant to prepare a
brief initial-impressions report based on these materials.

Establishing the Climate for the Consultant's Visit. For the consultant's
cisit to be productive, the college community needs to be fully informed
and receptive. Much of this work should have been accomplished during
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the development of the proposal. At the visitation stage, the president
needs to reinforce the importance of the study and to establish the credi-
bility of th° process and the credentials of the consultant. The president
should affirm that the consultant has full administrame support and
urge full cooperation. Faculty and staff also should be assured that they
will be given an opportunity to become involved and that individual
responses to the consultant's questions will be kept confidential.

Arranging the Site Visit. The site visit should begin with a tour of the
campus and end with a short debriefing in which the consultant gives an
oral report summarizing general impressions of the visit. The activities
in between, such as interviews with students, faculty, and administrators,
will have been specified in the proposal and contract between the consul-
tant and the college. Some provision should be made during the visit for
allowing individuals to talk informally with the consultant. For example,
the consultant could make time available for drop-in visits or provide a
phone number for setting up appointments.

Evaluating the Consultant's Performance. The criteria for evaluation
of the consultant's report will be specified in the contract. The committee
or individual reviewing the report should hold strictly to these criteria.
Any reservations should be submitted in writing and reviewed orally
with the consultant before the final report is submitted. The college
should require that the terms of the contract be met but should be careful
not to increase its expectations at this point.

The consultant's report should not be viewed as the final product.
The committee or individual to whom the consultant reports should use
that report as the basis for a statement of the college's position. That
statement may agree fully with the consultant's report or reject it com-
pletely. This latter statement, however, should be the focus of the college's
subsequent discussions. From this point on, the reaction to the consul-
tant's report would be the equisalent of a report developed entirely by
a college committee and procedures to achieve consensus would be the
same as those outlined previously.

Conclusion

A college's search for distinctiveness is a major undeitaking. The
procedures outlined in this chapter provide a homework for beginning
the search and suggest methods foi assuring appropriate involvement of
key college constituencies in the search. Chaptei Fne will detail ways the
committee or consultant can gathei and analyze appropriate data in the
institution's search for distinctiveness.
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Information in a search for institutional distinctiveness can be
garnered through institutional histories, needs assessments,
institutional impact studies, marketing studies, and strategic
planning studies.

Getting the Facts,
Analyzing the Data,
Building the Case for
Institutional Distinctiveness

fames L. Ratcliff

When Community College Philosophy Is Not Enough

Delbert Brunton lost his job over institutional distinctneness. In the
earl) 1900s Brunton as consideied a pioneei in the junior college MO% e-
inem. As supenntendent of Fullei ton Union High School District in Cal-
ifornia, he not only founded Fr Helton Jiimoi College (FJC) but was also
influential in the establishment of other earl) California junioi colleges.
Yet, in 1916, Brunton was relieved of his duties because he had advocated
the merger of FJC with neighboring Santa Ana Junioi College to form an
Orange County junioi college district. The proposal was perceived as a
threat to FJC's identity and distincti)eness. In a hotly contested a hool
board election, Fullerton voters defeated the pioposal. Brunton was st.b-
scquently removed from office because he did nut full) understand the
Fullei ton community attachment to its k.ollege (Plummer, 1949).

Understanding the specific, continuous value of a college to its com-
munity, rather than merely the community's responsiveness to its pio-

B K low mend led ) A Starch for Instiorigonal Ihcoriarierier3
New Duce ons fos ( onunonos Colleges no ni ',an 1 lion o Jones &IV, Spn tig 1989

t, 4,,
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grains and curricula is part of understanding the distinctive qualities
that an institution such as FJC beings to the community it serves. Descrip-
tive studies of community needs oi satisfaction may mask divisiveness
among community groups. In such situations, colleges and educational
leaders cannot afford merely to respond according to educational philos-
ophy, democratic platitudes, oi concepts of how to proceed rationally.
Brunton lost his job following such a course.

This chapter explores the all important task of gathering valid infor-
mation about the identity of a community college, serify ing it, and build-
ing a case for the distinctive or even unique contributions of the college
to its constituencies. Because different community groups hold different
values of the college, formulating an overall vision of what makes the
college distinctive is a significant information- gathering activity.

The Searcher's Mind-Set

We recognize the common and unique identity of a local community
college when we form a concept of its history, development, and tradi-
tions. For most community colleges, identity either started in the 1960s
and 1970s or in the 1920s and 1930s, the two major periods of growth in
the number of colleges (Ratcliff, 1987a). Foi the colleges established in
the 1920s and 1930s, the common vision of their distinctiveness is usually
divided between their junior college period and their contemporary com-
munity college period. This very division implies progress, a development
of the college and its curricula to meet an expanding range of constitu-
encies. For the colleges created in the 1960s 1970s, identity is often
a contrast to other forms of higher education; access, opportunity, and
"something for everyone" predominate. Thus, in the nit' elementaiy
view, institutional identity is merely a collection of past facts about the
college.

In reality, there al, two sources of information on the college's past
that add to our understanding of institutional identity First, there is the
college's instit, tvnal history, mitten or unwritten, which may be a diy
chronicle of accolades to past leaders. If published, it was usually done
so with funds from the college foundation and circulated among assorted
alumni, civic leaders, and college officials to celebrate a pin ticulai anni-
versary of the college's birthdate. Now, a copy is in the college library,
and another is on a bookshelf in the president's office. A second concept
of institutional identity is derived hom speeches. The college president,
together with the chief executive officer of a local corpoiation, may
proclaim a new business industry partnership to be "historic." Here, the
leaders are making an active attempt to impress the identity of the col-
lege, to advance it, to mark the transition of the college to a new level of
service to a constituent.
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There is a temptation to take this information at face value, but
saying that the college is unique in this or that way does not make it so.
Identity comes out of the context in which the college exists, and gather-
ing data to make a case for institutional identity must go beyond the
collection of accolades or the pronouncements from speeches whose inten-
tions are legitimately promotional. The sense of a college's identity must
be derived from more than the past statements of its import by its leaders
or the chronicle of past college events by its antiquarian. Institutional
introspection alone w ill not suffice as the basis for institutional identity.
As Sir Herbert Read (1948) suggested in his utopian novel, The Green
Child, "We roll our eyes inward until we become blind."

What does this caution mean for data gathering? First, it suggests
that we need sources outside the institution. What have the local news-
papers said about the college over the years? What have local representa-
tives to the legislature said? How are they the same or different? Second.
we must have more than one piece of evidence to corroborate our state-
ments. Do the newspaper editors, the presidents of chambers of com-
merce, and the local high school principals agree on what the role and
identity of the college is? Third. we must place college events within the
context of the larger society. Foi example, it is not a coincidence that the
focus of community colleges in the 1960s and 1970s was on educational
opportunity and access; these were the nation's piioiities as the civil
rights movement and the returning veterans of the Vietnam War predom-
inated in the student population. So me fiist task in preparing foi data
gathering is to place the college within the major social, political, eco-
nomic, and technological events of the times.This should be done in
such a fashion as to answer three questions. What was happening in the
nation at the time? What was happening in the state at the time? What
was happening locally and within the college district at the time? Each
of these questions needs to be answered from ses end sources of informa-
tion, such as newspapeis, history books and articles, and interviews with
Vey decision makeis.

Locating Source Material

Where does one find the facts about the di pc tit eness of uni,, . ness

of a particular community college? If the inestigatot is part of tiv col-
lege professional staff ratite' than an outside consultant, then he 01 she is
an eyewitness. That role carries with it all the biases that acciue from
being involved in the daily operation of the college, but it also allows the
researcher to know the inner workings of the institution, its staff, and
several segments of the communities it serves.

Being on the scene permits fiisthand interviews with the current play-
ers in the day-to-day institutional drama that constitutes the organiza-
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tionztl climate of the college. Again, firsthand Iepotts pr o% ide eispectiyes
and infointittion not available in doe uments. but the also catty with
them the limitations of the view of the moment and the biases those
interviewed.

The shoi test path to the facts that leads beyond !mutations of
eyewitness nanatkes and inlet% iews with citizens and college officials is
library research. Such research ma) consist of econometric data collected
by the local financial institution. It may also consvt of the aiticles on
the college found in the morgue of the local newsp,ipets. Area newspapers
covering rather periods of the college can be located in Newspapers o'
Microform (Libiary of Congiess, 1976) and ma) be obtained through
interlibrary loans from state aichkes, universities oi the state historical
society. Such research may also imoke data gathered from institutional
histmies and from needs assessme nts, institutional impact studies. mar-
keting research, m stratetc planning studies. Lull of these activities is
discussed late' But fist thew are some basic considerations in making
efficient use of time in collecting the facts.

Since one cannot step up to the card catalogue in the college library
and find a book entitled What Makes tins College Unique, sonic sleuthing
is required. Think about the major functions of the college. transfer.
cater!' plogiams, adult educa,:o , developmental education, career guid-
ar , and so foith. Ask what makes the colic unique fot each function.

fiat soarccs of itiformation would teeal what makes the college unique
in its transfer piograms? Follow-up studies, conducted ovei the }eats,
may contain anecdotal information from for met students. Coirespon-
dence between the airs and sciences dean and neighboring foul-yea' col-
leges and universities ma) unearth comments tegaiding the molts of
college programs, faculty, oi students. Letters horn former students to
individual faculty members of to the student newspaper ma) also provide
diiect evidence of the college's uniqueness ;ft feat mug en%nonment. Such
information may 1)e missed in a suney of students oi in student exit
inteRiews because the questions used on such instruments may ovei look
some aspects of the college that students find unique

To gather a number of "snapshots- of the college over pine, conduct
an Educational Resources Information Centel (ERIC) watch using the
college name (and its Emmet names) as both institutional descriptois and
as subject titles. I'm those colleges fit st established in the 1920s, 1930s,
and 1940s, Wallet Ciosby Fells (1930) constructed a bibliography on
junior colleges that is indexed by college and cit); this bibliography was
updated in the Junior College Journal from 1930 to 1945. Look also at
studies by the state agency iesponsible for administering community col-
lege education to pick up an possible compaiativc information about
diffeient colleges within the state s)stem. If one is reseau lung a public
community college, theie will be facts about the college in the annual
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reports of the state legislatiNe wmmutees on education, the annual state
blue book, and the annual iepoits of the state agency iesponsible for
community college education.

Organizing the Data

Whether institutional distill( ti)eness is des i ibei and sought through
a self-stud), an institutional histoi), a needs assessment, a marketing
plan, or a strategic planning document, one thing remains. The report
on the winch often becomes the sole source on the subject of the college's
identity. The temptation is to allow the college to appear in its most
positie light, to portray it as uniersall) influential on the constituencies
it sen es. Yet the task of assembling the e)idence of institutional distinc-
meness is and should be one of [eliding out the limit from the eidence.
Since the end result ma) be the sole source of information on college
identity, it must be convincing, ompelling, and accurate.

Few stop to reflect on how man) times decisions hake been based on
a single technical report or planning document. 00 the audior of the
report is scrutinized, and the power of the written word seduces those
who wish to belies e that, because it is published, it must be accurate. As
Barbara Townsend stated in Chapter Three, man} colleges ma} undergo
a search foi institutional d;stinc ti)encss only to find little confirmation
of the uniqueness of then programs and senices. Such an unto aid
finding, if glossed over in a report. ma} further weaken the college
by failing to exhort it to design, address, md assert the %Atte of its
contributions.

As seasoned educators, we hae learned to read with doubt editorials
and political statements about the %aim of the local communit) college
to the educational enterprise of the <ilea. This health) skeptie ism should
cam' oei to out own writing, planning, and analysis.

Recent!). a state legisla'gr argued that Noitheast Iowa Technical Insti-
tute (NITI), which was seeking to change its mission to that of a cow-
piehensiNe community college, should be disbanded and the district
should be dnided among two (Abel community college distnets. his
rationale was that, as a technical institute, the institution was distinct
from the siN plixatc liberal ails colleges of the area, but, as a compiehen-
she community college, the institution )%ould compete unnecessaid) fen
students with the pm ate colleges. What kind of eidence of data was
there to support 01 !eject the legislator's statement? One possible inter-
pretation of the case was that NITI, once transformed into a commumt)
college, would compete with the pmate colleges because of its lower cost
and wider mange of programs Anodicr possible interpretation was that
NITI 'ea.') wouldn't be competing. The students who had attended it as
a technical institute would be the same ones who would attend it as a

r)
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community cc ilege. These current students would be joined by indn idu-
als who otherwise would not be able to attend college at all. Either argu-
ment requires more data, and be assured tat the legislator who sought
to block NITI's change of mission required convincing evidence that the
mission change would not harm the operation of the private institutions!

If sometime in the future an institutional history were prepared for
NITI, the author of that history would no doubt encounter the statements
of the legislator in the local newspapers. Indeed, this legislator's position
continues to have a great deal of influence on the destiny of NITI
the Ic a community college system. The historian can do one of several
things with the legislator's statement. (1) Accept it as truth because it
appeared in the local newspaper, (2) reject it because it did not correspond
with what the author thinks is the college's distinctiveness, (3) suspend
judgment about the validity of the legislator's accusations until further
evidence corroborates the statement, or (4) ignore the statement because
the historian judges the legislator's opposition to the mission change not
to be important. The options relative to this piece of information illus-
trate the importance of suspending judgment about the value of eidence
until corroborating and independent information confnms its alidity.
The researcher who seeks to establish institutional distinctiveness must
reach a decision about the value and role of each piece of information;
the amassed evidence must be convincing not only to college leaders
but also to a wide range of constituencies, including opponents and
competitors of the college.

Using Information-Gathering Activities

A variety of acti ides can provide t le needed information in an
institution's watch for distinctiveness. This section looks at the use of
institutional histories, needs assessments, institutional impact studies,
marketing studies, and strategic planning studies.

Institutional Histories. Institutional histories can pros ide a rich back-
ground for uncovering portraying institutional distinctneness. A
faculty member teaching state history and gmeinment may have the
disciplinary background ,a-id skills to conduct an cffectne institutional
history. The person needs to know what was happening m the state and
in the community dui ing the ailous periods of the college's existeriLe.

Secondary sources of information can help place the college within
the context of local, state, and national eents. If the college began in the
early per iod (1920s and I930s), then a social history «neiing the period
from its inception to at least the piston is memory of significant
national eents will be helpful. Ric haul Hofstader's Age of Reform (1955)

Golchnan's Rendezvous with Destiny (1956) an good examples of
such social histories.
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Next, seek out a good social history of the state in which the college
is located. Look for studies of education in the state in order to place the
college's identity within the context of other educational institutions.
Dissertations are often a good source of this information and can be
readily identified through a computer search of Dissertation Abstracts
International (DAI). In DAI will be studies of whole states, such as A. E.
Reid's (1966) "A History of the California Public Junior College Move-
ment," or of single institutions, such as E. C. Strobel, Jr.'s (1975) "Wayne
County Community College: A History of Its Antecedents, Establishment,
and Early Development in the Metropolitan Detroit Setting." A particu-
larly good source of information is the profiles of colleges and special
college programs that have appeared in the Community, Technical, and
Junior College Journal over the years. Also, the college and the state
agency that governs the college s) stern may have filed reports contained
in the ERIC Clearinghouse system.

Primary data gathering can start with board minutes. By reading
board minutes, one can get a notion of what were critical incidents or
decisions that seemed to set the course of the institution. Not only critical
incidents but also recurring themes and trends are important to note.

Once critical incidents and retuning issues have been identified, they
can then be investigated through a variety of sources. First are the local
newspapers. If the college district incorporates more than one town or if
there is more than one newspaper, multiple views on key events can ')e
collected through stories about the college appearing in the paper, letters
to the editor by citizens and officials, and editorials about the college.
Such activities also make good held learning experiences for students in
college history or political science classes.

Needs Assessments. Needs assessments are periodically conducted by a
college to determine the demand for various programs and services. Most
frequently, needs assessments are used in planning continuing education,
establishing the need for new career programs, or documenting service to
specific community clientele. A needs asse .ment Lan provide an ideal
opportunity to analyze and describe institutional distnic tiveness as N% ell.

Typically, needs assessments are surveys of one or most community
groups served by the college, such as cement students, graduating high
school students, small-business owners, major area employers, and labor
and professional organizations. In a needs assessment, it is particularly
important to gather information about people's behavior as well as their
interests. Asking adults which courses, pogroms, of services they would
like the college to provide will undoubtedly result in a long list of
"needs.- But a question asking the same adults to describe what learning
activities they have engaged in over the past twelve months will provide
a mole accurate gauge of the respondents' behavior. Querying area resi-
dents about then learning preferences and about their learning practices
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are separate questions; one deals with the future and good intentions,
while the other examines past behavior. Although both are important,
questions regarding behavior are generally more rei;able.

To disclose institutional distinctiveness, one must differentiate
between the community college and other forms of higher education.
Validation comes through the cross-tabulation of data from multiple
sources. NITI sought to change its mission to that of a community col-
lege. In determining the need for such a change, graduating high school
seniors were asked if they planned to attend college on graduation and
which of twenty-five colleges in a 150-mile radius they planned to attend
(Ratcliff, 1987b). This data showed what proportion of students were
planning to attend community colleges, technical institutes, four-year
liberal arts colleges, and public universities. These students were also
given a list of one- arid two-year vocational programs, associate of
applied science degree programs, and career programs that allowed stu-
dents to transfer to a baccalaureate program. The students were also
asked to give their grade-point average (GPA) in high school and the
high school curriculum in which they were enrolled. Students planning
to attend community colleges and technical institutes of the area were
compared according to reported GPA, high school curriculum, probabil-
ity of attending college, college of second choice, and degree program
preference. No significant difference was found between high school stu-
dents planning to go to community college and those planning to go to
the technical institutes. Three out of four students, however, preferred
attending a community college over attending the technical institute.
Significant differences were found in GPA, high school curriculum, prob-
ability of attending college, college of second choice, and degree program
preference among those planning to attend NITI and those planning to
attend either the private four-year liberal arts colleges or the public uni-
versities. Institutional differentiation between two-yea' and baccalaureate-
granting institutions had been determined. The students also deafly
preferred the contemplated mission change.

The data gath,Jed from high school students constituted only one
constituency served by NITI. To verify and validate the findings of the
high school survey, the needs assessment asked comparable questions of
current students at NITI to determine if their past behavior matched the
high school students' current preferences. The results regarding high
school GPA, curriculum, college preference, postsecondary program inter-
ests, and probability of attending college were confirmed in the survey of
current students. Skepticism, however, must reign in data gathering. One
could argue that tbf majority of current students were separated from the
high school seniors by a mere one to five years of age difference, since the
majority of current NITI students surveyed were recent high school grad-
uates. For this reason, comparable questions were again posed to the
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NITI alumni. Here again, many of the same programs emerged as areas
of interest, the same profile of student choice about college attendance
was exhibited, and comparable high school curriculum, GPA, and prob-
ability of attending college were exhibited.

By using three or more data sources, by asking questions regarding
college preference and program preference, and by cross-tabulating the
data (lather than reporting simple percents of response). a needs assess-
ment can provide valid and valuable information regarding the unique-
ness of the college and its programs.

Institutional Impact Studies. An institutional impact study can also
shed much light on the distinctiveness of a college and its programs.
Generally, the focus of institutional impact studies has been to deter mine
economic gains to the community produced by attending a community
college, the social value of having a community college, and or the gains
to the individual in leanung, earning, and performance (Linthicum,
1982). Richard Alined (1982, pp. 93-94) has suggested that institutional
impact studies should answer these six questions:

1. What are the effects of two-year college degree and nondegree pro-
grams on individual earnings, employment, and social development?

2. What are the cost benefits to business and industry of labor devel-
opment programs offered in community colleges?

3. Do states and localities experience direct economic benefits as a
result of community college programs?

4. What are the social and economic benefits to agencies of gov-
ernmentnational, state, and localassociated with investment in
community college education?

5. Does the community college education improve the quality of
life through absorption of unemployed and indigent groups in the
population?

6. What is the relationship of community college programs to eco-
nomic development in a recessionary economy?

While all six of Alfred's questions attempt to place the community
college in relation to the laiger social, ecc nomicind political commu-
nities it saves, no comparative data are generated. Institutional impact
studies audit the role the college plays 'dative to its costs to constituen-
cies. While nceds assessments focus on the social and psychological needs
for learning and marketing studies explore the values and attitudes of
the public towaid the institution, impact 3tUdieS ust economic modes
of inquiry in oalci to explore social-institutional interaction. As such,
impact studies add one more means of probing the unique qualities of
the college. Unfortunately, those qualities cannot be applied compaia-
ti%ely, for othci colleges and universities may have a different set of data,
gathered using divergent piocedtnes and demonstrating a comparable
impact or impacts on local constituents.
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Marketing Studies. Marketing studies have as then intent the organi-
zation of program, procedures, and publicity so as to bring about "yol-
untary exchanges of 'aloes with target markets for the purposes of
achieving organizational objectwes" (Kotler, 1975. p. 5). Marketing pro-
grams normally focus on the educational plogiam, process, or image of
the college. A carefully constructed marketing study can uncoler that
which is distinctive about a college and that which is not.

Like needs assessments, mai keting studies may rely on surveys of
various groups. Businesses may be asked what is the image of the college
as a pros ider of training, alumni may be asked what was the educational
climate on campus for learning, or employers may be asked what are the
strengths and weaknesses of specific college progran in prodding qual-
ified workers. Marketing studies, however, also use interviews and focus
groups as means of determining college image. The purpose of intern sews
and focus groups is not to gather a repiesentatwe sample of dews about
the college; lather, they are intended to compile a compiehensiye assess-
ment of the values held by the market group toward the product, process,
or image of the college.

Marketing studies tend to be point-in-time information- gathering
activities from a specific group or groups. Questions are posed to a num-
ber of individuals from a target group, and the validity of the investiga-
tion hinges on the perceptions of the individuals surveyed or interviewed
(Boatwright and Crowley, 1987). The information gathered does not pro-
vide corroboration of findings outside the group surveyed.

Strategic Planning Studies. Strategic planning consists of a family of
planning procedures used to determine what decisions are appropriate
to the college today based on information about the internal values of
the college and its staff and the external forces impinging on its future.
Strategic planning assumes that the college is an open system that is
dynamic and reflexive to changes in a turbulent external em ironment.
Strategic planning procedures, then, examine the connections between
college and constituents, as well as between college and macro trends,
such as technological or demographic change (Cope, 1981, Morrison,
Renfro, and Boucher, 1981). Through this type of examination, the col-
lege has the opportunity to explore its unique qualities and relationships
with its constituencies.

Central to the information- gathering portion of strategic planning is
a process called emironmental scanning. -Through this process, the plan-
ning group decides on sources of pertinent information regarding (Ato-
nal trends in a varier} of areas potentially impacting the college.
demographic, economic, social, technological, and competitive uends
and forces. This information is then used to determine possible ducats to
the college operation and potential oppouunines on which the college
may wish to capitalize. Through the extrapolation of future ninth,
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issues, and forces, the college's distinct and unique relationship to its
environment is identified, and college goals and direction are gi'.en.

Morrison, Renfro, and Boucher (1984) hale given detailed lists of
information sources to be used and procedures to be followed in em iron-
mental scanning. Guiding the scanning process is a taxonomy of infor-
mation sources, such as those used by the Trends Analysis Program of
the American Council of Life Insurance. Here the principal sources of
information are popular journals and newspapers, such as the Wall Street
Journal, Atlantic Monthly, and Science and Public Policy. In short, envi-
ronmental scanning relies healily on secondary sources to form a profile
of future forces, factors, and trends. Validation comes from recurring
mention of a given factor or force. Triangulation (Mathison, 1988) of
three or more categories of sources of a trend or issue is also used as a
basis for validating the projections.

Conclusion

Institutional histories focus on persevering traditions, trends, and crit-
ical incidents that may contribute to the unique identity of the institution
the focus allows a view from past to present. Impact studies tend to rely
on follow-up, economic, and demographic data, as such, the stew of the
institution is Mei a shorter and more recent time frame. Needs assessments
and marketing studies are usually confined to the immediate, data are
gathered from current clientele and student groups, and their perceiled
needs, interests, and attitudes toward the college are examined. Strategic
planning disposes the researcher to examine the future, because environ-
mental scanning focuses on external forces, future trends, and emerging
issues, the information gathered is often of a more speculative nature.

Each of these data-gathering and analytic activities can unearth spe-
cific information about institutional distinctiveness. None of these will
do so unless the study, the histoiv, or the plan is specifically structured to
gather reliable information about the college's identity. Each of these
activities has a different time frame, information base, and perspective,
they eiore none alone will pioyidea comprehensive poi trait of institu-
tional distinctileness. Yet a combination of these major data gathering
activities can be used to Verify, and make the case for institutional dm-
tinctiy mess. Gilen the increased data that aie gathered to satisfy federal,
state. and local agencies, the identity seeker would be prudent to use
those data as sources rather than to begin data gathering afiesh.

Regardless of what combination of sources is used, one indilidual
or a central committee should be responsible for examining the institu-
tional identity and should thus moniair the collection and use of infoi-
mation from other college institutional ieseaic h efforts. The information
gathered through the larious studies and plans of the college can then be

Fib
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supplemented where needed, s ith additional ey idence to enstne the' and-
it} and strength of the individual's or the committee's argument for
distinctiveness.

This chapter began with Delbert Brunton, who lost his job in 1916
because he didn't full) understand the unique attachment of the commu-
nity to Fullerton Junior College. A contemporary institution, Northeast
Iowa Technical Institute, was also seen to be threatened by a legislator
oYer a question of institutional distinctiveness. These specific examples
demonstrate that the quest for college identity should receive high prior-
ity, commitment from the president, and an appropriate allocation of
time and resources from the organization. It should not be a secondary
actiyity. Rapid social, economic, and technological changes demand effec-
tie responses and educational leadership from community colleges. Only
with valid, reliable, and convincing information can the case for distinc-
tiveness of misston and function be made.
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A community college can best utilize research on institutional
distinctiveness when it is related to the college's particular stage
of organizational development and when research findings
are integrated with strategic planning and decision-making
processes.

Using What an Institution
Learns in the Search
for Distinctiveness

Robert G. Ternplin, Jr.

What is it that our community college does? What should it b, doing?
What is 0111 institution good at doing? What is it that NN. e are known for
in out community? How aie NN C different from other educational institu-
tions? What are the essential characteristics that disting Ish us as a com-
munity college? What is unique about what we do? Answers to such
questions are essential for educational institutions in today's rapidly
changing world Community colleges that hase no clear idea of how to
approach these types of questions will find it increasing!) difficult to
adapt, let alone tin ise, in the intuit!. One of the V s to appioac h these
and related questions is to think about a community college's distnic use
qualities or characteristics that define it as an educational institution
Research methodologies presiously described in this ',online can be
invaluable in aiding an institution's seal( h for distinemeness.

Doing research on institutional distinctiveness, how cei, can be
wasted effort unless the results are connected to decisions considered
essential to the welfare of the college f he quest for insioutional distinc-
tiveness for its own sake, no matter how mninsically intc lesting,
ably of the same questionable woith as chasing students fin the sake of
It is 10,...nund lai I d hart S for inktatrrionnt Orqtrirrivemrs,
icw Threction, for ( ommunns ( idle{,, no 6' Sall Flaw o Jom Bass ',prim; 1089
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enrollment growth alone. It is only within the broader context of a col-
lege's organizational development, its mission and goals, and strategic
planning processes that institutional distinctiveness takes on its full mean-
ing. It is only as we connect the research results to action that the full
potential of the concept ....vealed. Consequently, discussion of how an
institution uses what it has learned in its research on distinctiveness
must be tied to the broader context of institutional concerns.

Stages of Organizational Development

What use a college makes of research on 'ts distinctiveness has a lot to
do with its particular stage of organizational development. In his work
on organizational renewal, Gordon Lippitt (1969) suggested at !-ast three
developmental stages of organizational growth, with the stages arranged
in a hierarchy similar to Maslow's "hierarchy of needs" (Maslow, 1954).
According to Lippitt, the predominant issue being faced by an organiza-
tion at any given time depends on the stage of development toward which
it is moving. If the organization is in a primiti%e developmental stage,
critical concern might well focus on survival. At a more fully developed
stage, however, the dominant concern could involve achieving stability,
gaining a reputation, or developing pride. If the organization is reaching
toward maturity, then its critical issues might be how to achieve unique-
ness and how to contribute more broadly to society.

Applying Lippitt's concept to community colleges, we can see that, if
an institution has recently undergone a steady enrollment drop followed
by faculty and staff layoffs and a sense of a worsening crisis, then iden-
tifying its distinctiveness may consist of determining what the riofining
characteristics of the college are or what the essential institutional char-
acteristics are that make it needed as a college in the community. For a
stable institution that has a deal sense of mission and is tending toward
strengthening and integrating its programs and senices, then the issue
of distinctiveness may focus on the question, "What are the defining
strengths of this college on which we shall build our reputation and. our
integrity?" For the mature institution striving toward "self-actualization,"
the issue of distinctiveness may revolve around defining the uL pie char-
acter of the college. All these different questions are related to the quest
for distinctiveness, and all are appropriate, given the right match between
the quest and the college's stage of development.

Strategic Planning and Decision Making

The richest potential application of research results about a college's
distinctive characteristics is likely to be in the arena of strategic manage-
ment and planning. It is through these processes that knowledge of a
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college's real and perceived distinctive character or potential can be
woven into the institution's future direction.

Myran (1983) defines strategic management for community colleges
as "a future-creating process that guides and integrates the carious strat-
egies and decisions of the college in such a way that the college as a
whole is positioned fatoiably in relation to emerging opportunities and
threats in the external environment" (p. 11). Essential to this process is
an assessment of the was in which the external environment is likely to
change and then impact the college. Some changes are likely to present
opportunities for the college in the form of emerging educational needs.
Other trends, such as changing demographics, are likely to present prob-
lems, such as declining numbers in certain segments of Ow population
that the college has traditionally soled. Both opportunities and problems
need to be anticipated and the college strategically positioned to its best
advantage. But how does an institution decide how to "strategically posi-
tion itself," and how does the college consider what is to its "best
advantage"?

One of the best ways for colleges to begin to answer such questions is
by incorporating iewarch results on institutional distinctiveness within
the broader context of strategic planning. Strategic planning studies that
assess the external environment and ways that educational needs are
changing should incorporate considerations of how an institution, its
faculty, programs, and traditions are distinctively suited to a given set of
emerging educational needs. What makes the concept of distinctiveness
so useful within strategic planning is that it requires answering the ques-
tion of institutional capability in relation to external conditions. This
type of internal auditing permits a look at the institution and what it
might be tomorrow in relation to what it stands for today. In addition to
anticipating what the emerging educational needs of the community
may be, the coil .ge must know whether those needs ale appropriate to its
current distinctive character and to what it is becoming. One of the first
steps in this process recommended by nearly air , :raters on strategic man-
agement is that a college seek answers to the questions, 'What is our
mission, role, and scope?" and "What should be our mission, role, and
scope?" (Cope, 1981. p. 3).

Because of the glowing tendency dining the 1960s and 1970s for com-
munity colleges to try to be all things to all people, and because many
four-year colleges have adopted open-admissions policies and admitted
large numbers of part-time and adult students, it has become increasingly
difficult for the publie and indeed tot faculty and administrators them-
selves to identify the distinctive mission of the community college. One
result has been a general lack of public understanding regarding the tole
of the American community college in today's society. George Vaughan
(1986), in his extensive study of the community college presidency, cited
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as a major research finding, that "the perceised men% helming failure of
the community college has been the unwillingness or inability of its
leaders to interpret and articulate its mission effectively, thereby failing
to present consistently a positive image to its carious publics" (p. 108).

Having a clear idea of the college's mission and how it is likely to be
pursued in the midst of a changing environment permits one to relate
research findings on distinctiveness to an image of the college not only
as it is now but also as it is likely to be in the future. Several potential
applications in this regard could be particularly useful to the college's
leadership. These include developing a slimed vision for the college
around which others can rally, marketing the college, creating and com-
municating a positive image of the college among both internal and
external constituents, interrelating college programs, and facilitating the
development of institutional integth7.

Building a Shared Vision for the College. in his book on the college
presidency, James Fisher (1984) stresses the importance of leaders devel-
oping a vision for the college so as to provide a focal point around
which those within the institution can rally: "Although important for
all, a special presidential s ision is especially important for small, liberal
arts colleges and regional public institutions (two- and foul-year). Within
such situations, people need a more significant collectise identity. a sense
of pride that tends to inspire both new heights and sacrifices for a greater
cause" (p. 58).

Armed with knowledge about the institution's empirical and per-
ceived distinctive characteristics, college leaders may use these research
results as a springboard for constructing a slimed sision that helps to
r. fine what the institution stands for, how those who «mum( themselves
to the institution's mission are committing themselves to a distinctive
cause, and why being associated with the college is part of a special

Marketing the Institution. Marketing is a concept often confused with
the external selling of the institution. According to Cope (1981), "mar-
keting as part of strategic planning, is intended to assist institutions in
choosing the best match between what they can offer and the needs of
their constituents" (pp. 35-37). Knowing in what ways the college is
attempting to des clop distinctiveness, especially if this is pal t of a strate-
gic process, permits the college to position itself fasoiably with regard
to emerging educational needs and to des clop a comparatise adsantage
over other colleges and universities. Emerging educational needs are
assessed against the mission of the institution and its distinctive qualities
in an effort to establish a market niche.

Creating and Communicating a Positive Institutional Image. This
task should become more manageable as a college better defines fur itself
what it per (ekes as its distinctive elements. Exteinal relations can be
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guided as tmeiging institutional qualities and elements ate identified
and green 1)1 WI it). Publications an be des eloped with themes that plo-
mote the distinctise dimensions of the college. The total public relations
program should deselop gm eater cohdence and olganization as a result
of establishing pliouties about how th_ communit; college plays a dis-
tinctise mole cm pit:Aides a chstnctise expeliente. B) applying reseaich
iesults, the institution's "image make's" should be able to eplesent the
institution in a way that reinfoices peiceptions slimed by faculty and
staff themselses, lathe' than plomoting an image that to insiders appears
to be only so much hype.

Interrelating College Programs. Research findings about au institu-
tion's distinctiseness should be helpful not just on the institutional lesel
kw also on the programmatic lesel. The ways in which curricida and
services contribute to the institution's distinctise chalacter should be one
criterion used in program esaluation and at budget time when consider-
ing special funding aspects for strengthening programs. Similarly, new
programs should be reviewed based on how they will promote the col-
lege's quest for distinctiseness. Simply !lasing ol adding plogiams that
base unique features does not neeessailly contribute to an institution's
distmctise chatactd. More imponant is how programs with distinctise
elements are interrelated to (ono lbw to geater plogiammatie coherence
within the institution, theleby cleating a distinetise theme cm pattern
that distinguishes the college flow others. Starting a new plogram iu
aerospace lobotics technology may do little for the institution's deselop-
mem of distindiseness unless the piogram also can be related to a taiga
institutional theme, such as a bload tor,.mitment of ploglaws and ser-
vices to the aerospace industry

Facilitating Institutional Integrity. Reseal( h institutional distinc-
tiseness can phi) a crucial mole in the deselopmet of institutional integ-
rity by helping to define and maintain th Late ehalactei and sallies of
the college in the midst of a putt ntiall) turbulent external ens ironment.
It is w ithin the bruadei context of strategic planning that such reseoieh
serif . as a Um of internal assessment. What makes the institution dis-
tinctise as seen f.um the insider's pospectise has to be leconelled with
how the institution ms peitelsed hum the public's point of sieve and with
empirical lescalch results. What should emerge esentually is a eloso
coalescence between what many think the college should lie and what It
is in reality. What those within an institution think the college is should
be wmpaied with the changing external CM 11011111ent to See lION\ well
the two match. Insights gained how this compalisun can be used to !a-se
nes, questions about the future As Kellen (1983) wines. "YVILle an insti-
tution's own hopes and the outside fences of histoly die not exactly
'opposed,' anyone planning stmetg ally ft)n a college. school, w unkti-
sit) needs to keep two incongruous bodies of facts and IdeasInternal
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aspirations and exteinal conditionsin mind at the same time and act to
move the institution ahead nevertheless" (p. 145,

The Two-Edged Sword of Distinctiveness

The decision to apply research results on a college's distinctiveness
must be made with the awareness that internal and external (01 public)
perceptions of distinctiveness provide both oppoi amities and problems.
Once an institution becomes widely reputed as having a pal ticular dis-
tinctive charactensnc, such a reputation may well limit the kinds of
initiatives the public oi the faculty conside appropriate w the col-
lege's "tradition."

It is essential that an institution's distinctive qualities be taken into
account as major policy or mission hanges are cons;deied. For example,
if a technical institute decides to cxpand its mission by becoming a com-
prehens,-e community college, it will gain new opportunities for service
to the community but at a likely cost of diffusing its perceived distinc-
tiveness The intended purpose may be to expand services, but the unin-
tended consequences might well be a blurring of the institutional identity
in the eyes of the community, college members, and supporters.

Ideally, developing institutional distinctiveness involves working with
elements that are in a core area oi are central to the college's mission.
But that is not always easy to do Sometimes achieving distinctiveness
requires beginning a new program, function, en service that, although
indeed distinctive, may initially be iegaided as only peripherally related
to the college's main thrust. The danger of pursuing a distinctive element
perceived to be unrelated t the centrality of the mission is that, during
times of crisis m financial stress, that element may be seen as an un-
reascnable burden to the college's core programs or services. Pursuing
distinctiveness may come to be seen as an unworthy eflon that dispio-
portion& ' consumes scaice iesouices and contributes to the college's
predicament. Radio than selling as a 'allying point for the «; ege, such
distinctive plop anis become symbols of poor judgment and bad
manageniz

Protecting A distinctive image to the public can also be a two-edged
sword. In the minds of sor an image of IN hat a college is also leads to
infening what a college is not. By vutue of being known as low-cost,
open-door institutions, community colleges are also assumed to be low
quality. By offering an anay of distinctive technical piogiam;,, sonic
colleges may be ieginded as "good technical schools" but not "'cal ()l-
ieges," Having attempted to define more explicitly what the institution
is about, one inns the tisk of having the public peiceive also what it is
not in ways unintended by college leadeiship.
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The benefits to a community college of undergoing a search
for institutional distinctiveness include increased morale
of institutional members and an improved image within the
local community.

Benefits of Conducting
a Search for Institutional
Distinctiveness

Barbara K. Townsend

The benefits of a seatch lot institutional distill( tn mess o«iti to duce
.iges. (1) the initial benefits resulting hum undergoing tht seat

(2) the fin thei benefits &riled horn learmug the results of du scan li,
and (3) the benefits gained horn using the results of the scan h.

Benefits of Undergoing the Search

When (ommunit) college leadeis decide to comfit( t a search lot insti-
tutional ti mess. the) are indicating, both to internal and extei nal
constituents, a (0111111=CM to institutional aluation. Such a commit-
ment is vi tall) needed in Oa «ninnunit) college, lot too often (hos,'
within the institution hale shied aw horn an honest appiaisal of it.
"rroubled chaiges of being "second best- (Zwei ling, 1976) and of "cool-
ing out students who aspire to (alccis that othcis deem mapplopi tau
tot them (Mil., 1960), communit) college administiatois and fat tilt)
also face being consult:led inlet itn b) sonic in academia lot lkol king with
students who often hale marginal academic skills. With then institution
assailed for not being like a mole s(lcuile foot -)eal one. man) within

lomistrid u1 1 ',rani, for bi,Eitutiorial ()ohm (is rue,
Nis, Dilutions Im (otniminit, (111t I imu tow% BA, ',punkt 198'r
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the community college have ieacted defensnely, maintaining that every-
thing they do is right because then efforts aie for the light reason to
provide an education to those who N ould not normally receive one.

behind good intentions, those within the community college hale
frequently failed to evaluate candidly their own institution, both as a
sector of higher education and as a specific institution.

While few senior-level administrators have either the time or the inch-
nation to enter into national debates about the value of the community,
college, most of these administrators are concerned about the worth of
their own particular college. One approach to determining its value is to
conduct an institutional evaluation. A certain kind of evaluation takes
place periodically when a college conducts a self-study as part of the accred-
itation process, but such a process is motivated by an external agency. In
addition, the self-study is often conducted with an eye toward correcting
or even hiding weaknesses rather than uncovering unknown strengths.
Conducting a search for institutional distinctiveness is another way to
evaluate an institution. Since the decision to conduct such a search is
made voluntarily and not at the impetus of accrediting bodies or state
agencies, it indicates a clear commitment on the part of institutional lead-
ers to have their instuution be the best that it can be. By deciding to
conduct a search, leaders signal to faculty, staff, and students as well as
to community members that determining the instvution's strengths and
weaknesses is "standard operating procedure" in leading the institution.

As well as indicating their commitment to eyaluation, institutional
leader send out another message to internal constituents by deciding to
search for distinctiveness. Since part of the search process involves ascer-
taining internal constituents' perceptions of the college, these constituents
recene the message that their perceptions are important to the college's
senior-level administration Belief that one's thoughts and feelings manta
to those who are in charge impro\es morale and contributes to a stronger
commitment to the institution.

Conducting an assessment of the institution's strengths and weak-
nesses is also one of the first steps in the stiategic planning process of
developing and maintaining a "fit' between the institution and the
market (Kotler and Murphy. 1981). As Robert Templin indicated in Chap-
ter Six, a major use of a search for institutional distinctiveness is for
strategic planning, the adoption of which has been strongly endorsed for
successful management of Institut ons (Cope, 1981, Keller, 1983, Masoner
and Essex, 1986-87; Myran, 1983). As part of strategic planning, senior-
level administrators in community colleges need to take inventory of
their institution's assets, such as its facilities and people, and ascertain
its distinctive elements In so doing, they gain a better understanding of
their institution's possibilities and limitations. I his understanding will
help them determine the college's appropriate educational niche in the
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local communit). Dec iding to conduct a search for institutional distinc-
eness, in the manner desciibcki in this book. demonstrates a com-

mitment to strategic planning, for the search will )held much of the
information needed for this process.

Benehts of Learning the Results of the Search

When the results of the watch are made known, institutional leaders
ma) make seNeral discosenes. The) may find that there is little, if any-
thing, that is distinctive about then particular community college. As
unsettling as this discoser) may be, it can be beneficial. It may help
explain u h) the institution's enrollment has been declining while that
of a nearby state college, similar to the communin college in man) of its
functions but disonctne in the image it projects, has been increasing.
E%en if the community college's current enrollment is stable, chscoN ering
that the institution lacks much chstinctneness ma) alert institutional
leaders to the potential for an enrollment problem if local residents have
no other reason to choose XXX Community College over YYY State
College or ZZZ Proprietary School excem that of cost. Lack of distinctive
institutional elements and capabilities is a serious detriment in toda)'s
fierce institutional competition for students.

A far more desired result is the discover} that a particular community
college has several empnicall) distinctne programs and is perceived
both internal and external constituents to be distinctne on some dimen-
sions considered vital to the learning process. Institutional leaders can
then be assured of the worth of their institution in the local arena of
higher education institutions The leaders, howeA er, must be careful not
to rest content with this knowledge but must sure to maintain the dis-
tinctnr proghans deemed economically viable and to encourage further
internal and external support tur the dimensions perceived as distinctive.

Another discoNer, ma) be that perceptions of internal constituents
and external constituents do not jibe. Fut example, fault) and academic
adminisnators nia) pride themsches on then transfer programs oil) to
leant that those outside the institution beliot these programs are inferior
to the equnalent general education °flutings of the local state college or
pinate unneisit). If this difference m peiceptiun melt not discmcied,
the institution's factilt) and administrators would lac k the impetus to
reexamine the curriculum and the teaching- learning process tin order to
discu ways to strengthen the academic piogiams and ImpioNe then
image in the minds of commtunt) members. Institutional leaders might
also dis«Aci that, while those within the «umunit) college ma) pride
themsches on then «mstant efforts to dt% Chip InnON a INe piogiams, both
academic and support stINI«'S, those outside the col-umlut) Ina) be
unaware of the college's mum atm. efforts or ma) CNCII be hostile to
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them out of educational conservatism or fear of rising college costs. Since
the ultimate goal of a search for institutional distincuNeness is the con-
gruence between internal and exteinal views of the institution, it is
extremely beneficial for a community college's leaders to lea' n of any
major disciepancies in these two groups' views.

Benefits of Using the Results of the Search

A common complaint about evaluation is that it requires a lot of
work, yet its results are seldom used. During accreditation studies, many
institutions almost put their internal workings on hold while institu-
tional members conduct the required self-study. Yet the results of the self-
study are often not shared with faculty and staff and sometimes seem to
go unheeded by administrators.

It is not enough to learn what, if anything, is distinctive about a par-
ticular community college. Institutional leaders must use this information,
not merely disseminate it internally and then dismiss it as "interesting"
but "irrelevant" to the everyday management of the community college.

The information derived in a search for institutional distinctiveness
can be used in a variety of ways to benefit the institution both internally
and externally:

Fiist, the search foi institutional distinctiveness may reveal that the
institution has several distinctive progiams and capabilities of which the
college can be proud. When this information is shared with faculty and
staff, one benefit may be their increased appreciation for then institution.
Learning that the college in which one works has several distinctive
features is likely to contribute to one's sense of pride in the institution
and to a mole positive sense of identification with improved exter-
nal image may, in turn. result NS hen these inteinal constituents velbahie
to their family and friends their pick in the institution.

Second, students* umiak can be 'annoyed as they, too, learn that their
institution is noteworthy lot certain academic elements. Not only NS IIl
they have increased pride in attending XXX Community College but
this increased pride may also result in other benefits to the institution.
Students who are proud of the institution they attend make good recruit-
ers of other students. Also, for community colleges whose velating
budget &lives partly hum local funding, students who ale impiessed
with the institution may be inclined to vote for incleases in local funding
for the institution. Finally, once the students become alumni, they may
also be mole inclined to make fipancial contributions.

Thud, if the iesults of the search should be "negative" that is. if
they meal that there is little, if anything, that is distinctive about the
collegethis information can be used with internal «mstituents 'fa( tilt}
and staff) foi the institution's benefit. Foi example, it may be revealed
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that the general education curriculum is little more than a pastiche of
courses yielding no auriculat coherence. Such a revelation can be used
to motivate the faculty to commit itself to reworking the curriculum so
that it becomes a distinctive institutional feature rather than a mere
smorgasbord of courses. Similarly, conflicting perceptions about institu-
tional features may result in improvement of specific ones. If faculty feel
that they are caring iadividuals in the classroom but learn that students
and 'or external constituents do not perceive them in the same way, the
faculty need to reexamine their classroom behavior. Alta doing so, they
may decide that the behavior is entirely appropriate but simply misun-
derstood by students. Faculty could then endeavor to explain their actions
to students as part of the classroom interaction.

Fourth, use of the results of a search for institutional distinctiveness
should ultimately result in an improved image in the local community
once the college's distinctive elements are identified or developed and
then clearly and consistently conveyed. If this occurs, enrollment gains
are highly probable. For example, as community members who desire
enrollment in a particular program learn that XXX Community College
is the only local institution Nv here this program is offered, enrollment in
it should increase Similarly, if community members perceive that XXX
Community College provides a distinctive dimension to the teaching-
learning process, they may choose to enroll in the community college
not only because it is less costly than other postsecondary institutions
but also because they deem it to be the best.

Conclusion

An institu'ion that has conducted a search fur institutional distinc-
tiveness can benefit in several major ways. tl) It can deter mme the areas
in which it Nk ants to be distinctive, (2) it can take steps to ensure distinc-
tiveness in these areas, and (3) it can take steps to ensure that these
distinc tive elements are accurately represented to all its constituents, both
internal and external The ultimatc benefit of a search for institutional
distinctiveness should be an institution offering programs and services
that both its internal and external constituents agree are valuable. When
the perceptions of these groups cue ascertained and brought into «mgru-
encc', community college leaders NN. ill be able to develop and maintain
then institution as a true -college of choi,e- (Eaton. 1987) within the
local educational arena.
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Triton College's search for institutional distinctiveness, assisted
by an outside researcher, provided college constituencies with
new insights about their institution.

Triton College: One
Institution's Search
for Distinctiveness

Barbara K. Townsend, James L. Catanzaro

While the [Acceding chapters hate prescribed why and how 'cadets of a
community college should conduct a scald) Ln institutional distinctive-
ness, readers may well question if this prescription of theory can translate
into effective practice. This chapter recounts how the search for institu-
tional distincuyeness was undertaken at Triton College in Illinois and
what the results of the search were.

Triton's Background

Founded in 1964 as a junior college. Triton College is located in
Chicago's western suburbs m the midst of residential and Indust' ia1 devel-
opments. When the Illinois Public Community College System was
established in 1965, Triton reorganized and became a c omprehensiy c «)m-
mumty college, part of a system that now has thirty-nine districts oper-
ating fifty compiehensiye colleges and enrolling a headcount of oyei
320,000 students in the fall of 1987 (Illinois Commumty College Board,
1988) The system's colleges are funded primaidy through state funds (In
the foim of Illinois Community College Board grants), local taxes, and
student tuition and fees.

15 is Irra n,e u i led i 4 Senrrh for Instffithonal Ihstiwtipenr,
Nev. Due tun], ft,r ( (nlir fir, nn nS ',111 Ir.mr 1,14
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Encompassing sixty -three square miles w ith user 320,000 residents.
Triton's dtstttct is one of the largest industrial centers iii Illintns With a
fall 1987 student headcount of oNci 18.000 (mei 13,000 of whom weie
part time), Triton is the second hugest community college in Illinois
and among the fift«P hugest single-campus community colleges in the
nation (Illinois Commuttny College Board, 1988, Palmer, 1988). Because
of its SUE' and location in a major industrial center, Tilton has become a
leader in high-technology instruction. It is also known statewide for its
strong continuing education programs for health piofesstouals.

Steps in the Search

The decision to research systematically the distinctly e elements and
dimensions of Triton College Nsas the serendipitous result of an outside
researcher desiring to study the institution at the same time as a new
president was assuming command of the college New to Illinois and its
system of community colleges, the president desired to learn as much as
he could about Triton College. kt the same time, a highei education
professor at a nearby uniNeisity desired to study the community college
as a distinctiNe type of highei education institution. The approach she
selected was to examine a particular :_ommunity college, in this case
Tilton College, for its distinctiNe qualities and elements. When she
contacted Triton's new president, he was leceptiNe to her desire to deter-
mine Triton's distinctiNe elements and dimensions, since her data Nsould
assist him in understanding the natuie of the institution he was now
leading.

Accordingly, her search lot the chstinctiNe imam! of Triton College
was begun with the full support of the institution's president. Het pies-
,.!n«' on campus as a researcher was announced to campus constituencies
through a memo to all pet sound and tlnough a wine-up in a monthly
Tilton newsletter. In addition, she met 1, 1th the adnumstiatne staff to
explain the project and to ask for then cooperation and participation.
The head of the faculty union 1,s as also contacted for the same reason

Data were «Alec ted thiough inters icws and do( ument analysis. Those
intcniewed %%tie selected for one of mole reasons. then position Ns ithin
the college (hit example, each dean w as Intel 1CW, Cd)1N M1,11)111(1,, tefeiia1

by another pet son being Intel N of then requesting to be Intel-
sieved. A total of eighty-nine people were inters iewed either m pet son
or by phone. thice members of the board of trustees, twenty-three Annuls-
uatois, nine middle managers, twely c classified staff, twenty-two faculty,
including two part-timers; and twenty students.

The documents that wet(' examined included mst;tutional reports,
brochures about academic piogianis and support sei 1, Res, student and
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institutional newsletters, and historical documents relating to the col-
lege's founding. Documents were teac]) mailable since the college lies
an archive and an office of institutional research.

Few problems were encountered in the data collection process. Some
of those being interviewed initially expressed a concern about the
confidentiality of then responses; howeier, they readily accepted the
researcher's reassurance that she would be the only one to know who
made what responses. Her being an outsider to the institution as well as
someone who was doing the research in her role as a min ersity professor
rather than as a paid consultant seemed to reassure those being inter-
iewed, who generally were quite open in then assessment of Triton's

distinctive qualities, both positive and negative.

Conceptual Framework

In the search for Triton's institutional distinctneness, two types of
distinctivenessempirical and percenedw eie sought. As indicated m
Chaptei Time, empirical distinctiveness exists when there is tangible
proof that an institution differs from other institutions on a particular
element or dimension Formed distincnieness ()mils when elements
oi dimensions of an institution are thought by its constituents to be dis-
tinctive even though there may be little or no empirical leant) to then
perceptions.

Distinctiveness does not exist m a loid. Stating that an institution is
distinctive implies a comparison to other institutions that perform the
same general functions. When educational le ;leis claim their college is
distinctive, they may be claiming it is distinctive in comparison to othei
institutions of the same type, to othei types of ,'ducational institutions,
and 'or to othei educational institutions in then communty, their legion,
then state, or even the nation. Thus, when the president of a community
college claims that hei oi his institution is distill( tiie, she oi he may be
saying it is distinctive in comparison to other community colleges. in
comparison to foul-year colleges and universities as well as proprietary
schools, and 'or in comparison to other higher oi postsecondary educa-
tion institutions in the community, service legion, state, or nation.

To help focus the search for empirical and timelied distmcnieness
when making these comparisons, the researcher established (megrim's
of areas that would sox(' as guidelines 01 pahuncteis. The following
ten, already' delineated in Chaptei Two, wile used as the focusing
categories. (1) institutional philosophy. (2) composition of the student
body, (3) academic programs, (1) ben it es, t5) delivery systems. (6) pei-
wilful, (7) mganiiation. (8) facilities, (9) finances, and (10) community
relations.
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Triton's Empirical Distinctiveness

In sec el al of these areas, it was readily apparent that Triton College
was in no way dIstnu tne not (11(1 it attempt to be distulltne hour Other
community colleges in its legion, state. 01 in the nation. Its institutional
philosophy is that of all community colleges in Illinois as well as wm-
!nullity colleges generally. It is an open -door institution designed int-
marily to serve first- generation, lower- income, commuting students who
Inc in its suit ounding community (Cohen and Blauel, 1982). Thus. its
admissions policy is open door and its cost to the student is low ($27 pet
credit hour in 1987-88 tot in-district students).

Its student body is typical of many community wIleges. piedomt-
nantly white, part-time students in their late twenties (Cohen and Brawer,
1982; Triton College Statistical Abstract 1987), although over the last six
years enrollment of minorities has gone from 10 to 23 percent. While
Triton makes full use of such alteinatne modes of leatning as the micio-
computel and videotapes, its primary delivery system for instruction is
the tiadnional one of the teacher speaking with students in a formal
classroom setting.

Triton's personnel are similar demographically to edict community
college personnel, both in Illinois and in the nation \Cohen and Brawei,
1982; Illinois Community College Board, 1988). Its organization,
finances, and community !Anions are also typical for community col-
leges in Illinois and in many states (Cohen and Biawel, 1982; Illinois
Community College Board, 1988). It is atypical financially, howo ;II
the amount of corporate support rt recen es: For 1986-87 Triton recened
the most corporate donations among public community colleges, tecen-
ing mote than S3 million (-Tilton Ranked Number One,- 1988). Its
facilities or buildings ate ty pical of many community colleges (as well as
many state foul -year colleges) built in the 1960s. two -story concrete build-
ings set on seet al acres (in Tilton's case, thirteen buildings on 110 aues).

It is in the area of academic ptomains that Tifton, aclueNes -mpult al
distinctieness Fust of all, Tilton is distinctne in the quantity of its
program offerings. With 161 academic plograms (20 of which ate appren-
ticeship), it offers mote programs than any othet «minium., 'liege in
its set e legion (Illinois Community College Board, 1988). It also offers
more ptomains than do most «nnununity colleges nationally, although
Miami-Dade Communit; College offers the most with 180 .ns as
of fall 1987 (Zwerling, 1988).

Quantity of program offelings is one dingy ion of piogrammatit dis-
tinctiveness, but these are whets. The substance and sum tine of the aca-
demic programs of cut ricula also need 0 be caluatcd lot chstnuticeness.

In toms of substance 01 cement, Tticon has a number ut distil-1(0%e
occupational-R.(11m( al ptomains. These plogiatos hae always been an
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important pal t of Tilton's image and identit). En man) )eats Tilton
was known as the "Calm Centel of the Midwest'. t Muhl, 1981). Caniently
it is the onl) (minium() college in Illinois to offer seenteen of these
programs, which include lase' electi 0-optic tecitnology, nuclear medi-
cine technology, and wane' waitress naming. An additional nineteen
occupational-technical programs are unique «minium() college pro-
grams lot its sen ice legion (Illinois Communit) College Board, 1988).
Some of these programs cot ei greenhouse operation and management,
robotics technology, tool and cite making, and small engine repan. These
same programs are also unique for nonprofit higher education institu-
tions within its local area.

Sometimes an institution's academic programs are not distinctive in
substance or content but ma) be distinctite ;n structure. Bergquist,
Gould, and Greenberg (1981, p. 5) hat e devised a taxonomy of N. ariable
in curricular structure. Their taxonomy, which follows, N% a3 used in exam-
ining the structure of Triton's academic programs.

1 Time: Dmation and schedule of instriu nonal units
2 Space. Use of insa tional and nonmstriutional .teas both on and off
the ( ollege campus
3 Resources Instimnonal use of people. situations. and materials, both
on and off (ampus. (loin instructional and nonmsti IR holm! areas

Organization Arrangement and soquen( mg of institutional units and
arrangement of academic admmistrati:c units
5 Procedures Planning. implenu Hig, e aluatingind ( [editing insu tu-
tional units
6 Outcomes Defining the intended defined results of a pain( Max institu-
tional unit 01 a(ademir plogram

Of all higher education institutions, the ()militant) college has been
the most flexible and cleatne in its handling of cuniculai time and
space Triton is no exception. While Ow major its of its unnses ale offcicil
on a semester basis, "Triton offeis odic' hcduling options, sin h as
eight-week «mdensed (oinses. flexible entrance «nnses for «mists olga-
nired into self-paced learning modules, and the Weekend College for
those who wish to complete a dew«e in certain plogiams I)) attending
onl) on weekends. The mamity of Triton (nse's. no Matter when the)
are offered, ale offcied on (amris, either in a (IA1111011.11 classroom set-
ting of in a lab appropriate to the noose «intent Like most «nninunit)
colleges, howet el, Tilton d.tes offei classes at extent on mite's such as
area high schools

As a wrinnunit) Tilton is not distment e in its flexible m bed-
uhng of time and space. It is, hoses el, distill( tit «Al these dimensions
in wmparison to the area four -)eat colleges and inmeisitics and p,o-
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pima') institutions that an its «impent(is hit students. None of them
pi ON ide as man) hedule Options UI off-tampus sites Tilton does

Like most community (illcges, Tilton is N CI Saint' in its use of (Lune-
n' ounces. Thus, it thaws Ilea} il) on people hum Itual businesses
and ind,,,nies to sene as admit( t fat ult) in man) of its o(l upational-
technual plogiams ;Owe significanth, in its degiee and mtificate pio-
giams, lA has se\elal agreements with iegional industne, such as Fold
Motoi COI poi at ion to nam employees on sue. These on-site fat dines
contain the latest in equipment foi the pal titulai industi), thus, the)
represent vat iabb cuniculai resources tot Triton.

DC\ iating bong naditional cuniculai vow( hes on the snuctrual
dimensions of oiganization, pio«Thnes, and on tomes iequites moie
fa.-leaching institutional changes than do de} iations in time, space,
and resources. Thus, it is not stuptising that Tilton is not (listmn
from other community colleges or ham most foul-Neal colleges and
uniYei sines national I) in its handling of these dimensions. Orgamic?-
tionally, Tiiton's insututional offenngs in Its degree pngiams
the dominant model in Iughei adulation. concentration of majoi. gc..-
ei al Mut at ionind (le( In es. Its pi oc edui es foi ullllllilg, implemen t mg,
CN alit:sting, and tiediting instinct tonal units also folk' the dowanant
models. The degree of cei t Mate plogram is basicall) designed b) the
faculty and institution, and academia credit is attained primaril)
completing suctessfull) the iequiled Instructional units. Student pcifoi-
mxicc is assessed in indiYidual toinsts 1:111 no global assessment made
during 0 on completion of a plogiam. If specified, educational out-
( owes aie delineated on a cotuse-by-t muse basis iathei than on a pro-
grammatic or institutional basis.

In sum, oNel a fifth of Tilton's atademu piogiam offenngs air empa-
-11) distinctiYe substant e Iiiton Is either the old) ((immunity, ((Mtge

witll'n the state oi within its MANIC(' IC`,::'11 to offal these pit giants. In
addition, most of its academic plogiams aie not offeled at foul -,' at col-
leges oi linkeisines sinte toe inognims ale two }cams oi less in length.
Thus, "Iriton can easel) and a« maul} t1.Um some (listincti}eness in
piogiam content oi substance amum, lolltinullit) tolkges and foul -ycai
colleges and univeisims in its legion and state

Tilton can less atanatel) claim thstirttiyeness ill tenns of
altit tun. As a communit) college, it is mole flexible than most foul -)eal
colleges and CI sities, both lotall) and nano MY, on the unlit alai
dimensions of tin spate, and iesotutes. But (Alm (iinimum) college,
in its WIN Ile legion as 1\,. ell as in Illinois and We nation ha}e time and
spatial anangcments similai to Tilton's and also list «immunity mem-
Lei s and matei ials as institutional lesoultes. On the mole "piofound-
(13( igquist, Gould. and Gieenbeig, 1981) snot tinal dimensions of olga-

pioceduns, and ()mecums, ilium is indistingiushabL hum
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most instm.tions of higher education, whether they be community col-
leges, four-yea' colleges, or univc.sio.es.

Academic programs are not ch.; only ones that can be assessed for
institutional distirfttil ewss. As do all higher education institutions,
Triton offers a %alio) of suppoit sell ices and programs to assist students
in their academic endeavors. For example, Tilton provides variable tui-
tion rates in time ways. First, students eligible for honm s sections of
courses receive a tuition waiver for them. Second, students willing to take
afternoon classes leceiv( a 33 percent tuition seduction to encourage
their enrollment during "off" hours. Finally, Tilton has what it calls the
Program Completion Incentive, wheieby students who emoll in sopho-
more-level courses lequired for completion of an associate degree receive
full tuition waivers To encourage students to complete their associate
degice and to till upper-level class( , Friton offer , this unique program,
curienth, the only one of its kind among two- and foul-year colleges and
universities ("Triton Encourages Persistence," 1987). The Program Com-
pletion Incentive is an example of an empincally distinctive academic
suppolt service or program to which Trion can lay claim.

As a comprehensive community college, Triton offers not only aca-
demic transfer programs and oLcupational-technical programs with the
concomitant support services but also devotes much of its energies to
diverse continuing education effort. Fm example, careel development
needs of community members are met ttnough various short-term paining
programs, including ones foi health professionals. An npoitant part of
this effort is the Employee Development institute (EDI), which works with
local businesses aid mckstries and other c .nunity groups to arrange
on-sito ?taming progn<ms that develop empl( 'es both plofessionally and
techmcally. While many community colleges corrently have such a pro-
gram, Ti iton's EDI was one of the fist in the nation, having been wit of
Triton's School foi Continuing Education for over fifteen yea's.

Thus, in addition to the empirical distinctive..ess of some of its cur-
offeungs, Triton has se-.eral continuing education and support

services progiaias that ale of have been distinctive among the community
colleges in its service area. Since they .,tent born the mission and nacule
or Tifton as a community college, they are also distinctive activities
and programs among laic al inOlec education institutions Fol example,
foul-yea' colleges and univeisities, by virtue of then offeling forts -year
prognims, would not offel spec sal financial inc cntiv es to complete the
sophomme year of study.

Internal ConstituecPts' Perceptions

While ascel taining what is empirically distill( tivi about a palUculal
comn- mitt' college is an important dan of that insinutiou. search for



distinctiveness, it is not the only pall. It is equally Impoitant to leant
how constituents within the institution perceive it.

To ascertain the pet ceptions of Tritoti's internal constituents about
the distinctive elements of then institution, the outside t eseat cher Intel-
viewed a number of them, either in pet son of by telephone. In the fall
of 1987, the researcher asked eighty-nine internal constituents (hoard
members, administrative staff, middle managers, classified staff, faculty,
and students) to respond to the following question about Triton. When
you think about Triton College, what really stands out in your mind
about the institution?" In addition, most of those interyiewed were also
asked what they would say about Ttiton if members of the community
wanted to know why they should go there. This second question was
asked as another way of ascertaining w hat internal constituents perceived
as valuable about Triton.

When constituents' comments about Triton ',sere examined, a number
of elements emerged as distinctiye in their percept" -ins. What was most
outstanding in constituents' minds were the peop,- is ho work at Ti non.
A typical response was, "There are a lot of good peop1 working for
Triton College. The) ate people oriented, they like dealing with the
people, the public. People stay here because of the nice people the) find
here." Almost fifty postti'e comments N1C1C made about the faculty, who
receised praise from all constituencies for then quality, their qualifi-
cations, and then cuing fot students. Ty pical comments included the
following:

"We have very strong faculty here: vet). Kern good (ea( hems who
know then disciplines well. The) ate doing teseaR h and ate inlet-
ested in media and technoluv"
"1 het e ate a numbet of (cache's het e who lean) (ate that then
students can think."
"They seem to really cafe a peat deal about then subject; the)'te
n,it tiled of teaching yet."
"Faculty are Vet) committed--they will go that one step farthet fot
patents and students."

Quite a few positive cemnicnts, \telt' also made about 'lliton's admin.
isuation and staff (a leim that was sometimes applica to all who N1011, at
Ttiton, including the faculty ). Petsonnel ()the' than faculty \sere desothed
as "dedicated," "of my high calibet," "helpful," and with "students'
intetests at heat t." The administration was ptaised tot being "suppoime,"
"willing to make dtcisions," and "good to work fol." Comments about
the admini3tiaticin we e sometimes mflueno 3 by the mem aniyal of a
new diesident Those who mentioi, d his aniy al wets quite optinitstR
about Ttiton't. futple with Oh new p s 1de t Sometimes specific groups
of staff \vete prai.-ted lot example, students mentioned how ady iseis etc
Thal (mildly and helpful" and "lean) seem to be «incetned."
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While its personnel (faculty. staff, and administrators) were peicened
as the most posits e element 1 % constituents, Tilton's program dnetsity
also was frequently mentioned. "In occupational-technical programs,
Triton offers mote than any commumt) college in the state, ma} be in the
country" "There are incredible offeringsa lot of cuniculums offered
here are not offered at other colleges."

On the other hand, the fact that so loan} of its program offerings ale
in occupational-technical areas occasionally caused concern for ton's
academic image. "Triton is no better or worse than any community col-
lege. They are still perceived as high schools with ash nays. Triton Col-
lege gets it [this imag] because of its so many career pogroms. Only the
dummies took %ocational education in high school, so why would you
go to out place which specialises in career education?"

Triton's low cost in comparison to other area colleges was also seen
as a distinctive feature. Some viewed Triton's low cost as providing "a
more cost-effective wa} to get transfer courses out of the way,'' while
others saw the low cost as beneficial to parents. who "won t [have to]
spend a forrcne while Johnny is n.attning or learning he doesn't want to
go to college."

Not only would Johnny's parents not have to spend much for him to
attend Triton but constituents also perceived that Johnny would be well
mated while there. Triton was frequently peiceied as being distinctne
in its positive treatment of students. Typical comments included:

"Students are offered directionnot merely set loose. They are
offered direction through counseling, ad% ising, and areer de%elop-
mem activities."
"The student will get here what he will not get in Luger unix ersi-
ties. I--T^ will get the instructor's attention."
"Ste ants will see faculty with Ph.D.'s every day whereas in the
university, you may see a Ph.D. only once a week."

Otheis cited "the tremendous potential for inch) idual attention in
classes." the "encouragement" by instructors, and the "personalised
approach" in the classroom.

Another element fiequently mentioned by those interviewed was 'Tri-
ton's campus, which was peiceived to be %el}, attiactie, either in com-
parison to those of tote -year colleges of other community colleges.
Typical comments were: ''The facilities are much mole attiactnc than
those of many four-}ear colleges," and "Our physical plant is anique.
We look like a foul-yea' university [sic[. We don't look like an offi«'
building in a bum h of Quonset huts in a cornfield, like man} commu-
nity colleges."

Constituents also noted the oppoitunitics that Tilton, as a community
college, provides students and the local community. Triton, as a «im-
munity college, is goo,' foi the student because students wouldn't go [to
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college] otherwise Its affoidaLility and ayadability allow students a step
up "Ti iton seems to sene a y ei y good community need. A lot of the
people here were culturally deprived, ind Tilton College helps them
culturally."

Board inembeis seemed to be the most aware of this dimension of
the institution, claiming distinctiyeness foi it because of its "opportu-
nity . to adapt itself to changing needs in the community. It can
identify nu.-1, and design piograms to meet community neeus." Board
members also cited Triton as an institution that is "a (enter where people
can meet for academic, social, and cultural reasons." Otnei constituents
saw Triton's "community (A lent-mon" as distinctive because the institu-
tion "tries to reach out into the community and develop it, make ... [its
members] ayy ire. draw them into the college." As ohe respondent
said, Triton is "comn.,Inity based. It is so integrated into the community.
Elm thing goes into the sui:. We grew from and retuned to it tenfold

In addition, its members, paiticularl ose in administration and
middle management, peiceiyed Triton as institution :,hose adminis-
tration encouraged staff members to be "innoyatne," "entrepreneurial,"
"creative," and ".isk taking" and enabled them to be so by being "non
bureaucratic" and capable of "turning on a dime" or making a "quick
esponse" to new ideas Triton was also perceiYed as "aggressiy e in initiat-

ing state-of-the-ait things" and always "seeking out the cutting edge."
Occasionally the board of trustees' role in engendering this kind of cli-
mate was cited "Triton is innoy mile because of ... a board that moie or
less gave the administration free rein." The board is %cry suppowye of
the college and basically allows the college to administer

While an occasional classified staff or faculty membei pia's( d Tilton
for being "innoyat.Ye" or "iisk taking," constituents of these tso groups
weie more apt to mention how "supportiye" the institution or membeis
of it were. Foi example, one faculty membei said, "Theie is ) lot of
support foi indiy idual faculty members," wink a classified staff membei
said, "The institution is supportive of you bettering yourself through
education." Others spoke of the "encomagement" of new piogiams and
offerings and of administiative support foi limo% mums thiough the
provision of released wile and money.

In sum, what stands out positively about Tilton College for its internal
constituents is Triton's people (adminisuatlim, staff, and faculty), its ply-
grammatic dileisity, the benefits of attendance fur students, its low cost.
its attiactiy, e physical appearance, its iclatiohship with the local wininu-
nit}, and its suppoitic atmosplicie fur nmoyation and iisk taking

While constialffaS see these and (Alms as distill( tic c "spec is of "Iiiton,
some constituents als«Apiessed reset at ions about Triton Faculty some-
times mentioned co,;(eins about the quality of students at Tilton, as m
the following connnenkky
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"Students hoe don't know how to go to school.. . They don't
hale the commitment to quality work. Schools,,oik is low on then
priority list, aftei work, the opposite sex. etc. They don't invest in
the future. Short-term giatification is mole important."
"Students lack die peer influence [thew would be] at a better
school."
"Higher-level academic students aren't challenged here."

A few constituents expressed concern about Triton's tendency "to lest
on its laurels," to place "emphasis on the sizzle rather than the sut.
stance," of "to stress quantity rather than quality." Seseial negative com-
ments focused on the board of trustees and the political nature of Tilton.
In particular the relationship of the hoard to Triton was cited as being
distinctise but not in a positise sense. "Tilton has a N . . . unusual
board relationship. Triton is very board drisento the point of interfer-
ence. There are tradeoffs. The administration can get trasel money, etc..
if the board gets its way, but this is not for the good of the institution."
"As an institution, Triton is unusual because it seems to have such polit-
ical ON ertones because of the board of ti ustees' effect on the college. Tilton
is managed from the outside through the board of trustees, NN, hich has a
nonscLool orientation and uses Triton as a political ent;.y."

While politics and the board were often mentioned in the same breath,
the political nature of the community and of Triton Nseie also mentioned.
"This is probably the most political school. at least in th Cook County
community collegesprobably in the state. Why? Because Triton pro-
vides a lot of jobs for peoplea place for politicians to get a lot of
people working. It has politicians thinking, 'This is my college with
contracts to be awarded and a budget of S32 million a year."

Evaluation of Triton's Distinctiveness

When Triton is compared to who community colleges, its empirical
chstinctiseness emerges at a manifestation of its size and financial
resources. With Its yearly headcount of ON er 18,000 students, Tilton is
among the fifteen largest single-campus community colleges in the
nation. Its high headcount has been a factot in its receising large
amounts of state funding. In addition. Tilton is for innate to be in a state
with a funding formula that enables community «illeges to carry out
their dis erse functions Also, the three communities that jinni& fix al
funding for Triton are prosperous ones that has c tiaditionally been sup
poitne of pros idink fund, for Triton. Equally important, the leadership
at Triton has been both diligent and c it at IN e in sealching out and obtain-
ing resources, \simile' those tesouttes be state ',id federal giants 01 equip-
ment donations from local industiy. Consequently, Tilton has the
financial resources to offer a side variety of a( adorn( piogiams and
innovative support services.
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Because of its size and the consequent financial resources that stem
from large sue, Triton can afford to offer a wide tangy of occupational-
technical programs. Within its smite region and state, Triton is an
empirically distinctite community college because of the large number
of academic programs it offers. Nationally it Joins the other large com-
munity colleges, such as Miami-Dade, in offer ng literally dozens of
occupational-technical programs. Smaller community colleges simply
cannot be distinctit e in their quantity of program offerings as compared
to institutions the size of Triton.

Triton can also afford to offer occupational-technical programs that
hate eery high equipment costs. Plogiams such as robotics technology
or laser electro-optic technology are not common offerings of most corn-
munin, colleges, partly because the equipment costs are too high. Thus,
Triton athletes empirical distinctiteness in the content of many of its
occupational-technical program offerings partly because it can afford
equipment costs.

Large size and abundant financial resources do not make for auto-
matic distinctiteness in transfer programs. Community colleges that hate
achieted dis inftitcness in these programs hate usually clone so through
their requirements for the general education component of the associate
of at ts degree. For example, Kirkwood Community College has achieted
national distinction, including praise from William Bennett (1984), with
its revised general education program emphasizing the humanities. As
indicated earlier, the requirements for Triton's associate of arts degree
follow the standard distributive model in academia

While its finam ral resources do not seem to hate stimulated institu-
tional members to dodo!) a distnutne general education curriculum,
the abundance of resources may be a factor in the physical attracut CIICSS

of the institution, especially its grounds. Although the architectural
design of the buildings is not distin(tit e, the buildings are well kept.
Attiactne wood paneling and trim adorn mm h of the second flout of
the building that houses the office of the president and those of some
admintstiatit e staff The wood paneling and trim are a legacy of Til-
ton's first president ,rho !relict ed in "going first class- (Flye, 1;)87) and
had the finam ral resources to do so. The campus itself is nicely land-
scaped with we i1- tended wounds. Pen epoons regarding the mum tit c-
ness of "Triton are firmly based in teahty. Less "tear of acunate may
be perceptions that 'friton is mote attractit e than other educational
institutions, since mini it al comparisons of this kind ttould be difficult
to make

Perceptions that Timm is 1)10%1(1111g opportunities lot (minimm
inembei also seem well founded. As a community college, Timm it,

typical ht its lesponsiteness to the needs of the «immunities it wives.
While "Triton College's name Goes not indicate that it is a community
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college, internal constituents' perceptions that Tilton is intrinsically
linked to its surrounding communities are well founded.

Among other types of highLr education institutions, the main refer-
ence point foi Triton's internal constituents was "the university." Con-
stituents tended to compare Triton to "the univeisity" and find the
university lacking For example, several Triton cons nuents indicated
how Triton could better serve students than could the university,"
because Triton students would be taught by fat tilt}, not teaching assis-
tants (TAs, and would receive more attention from instructors.

If one accei,ts the premises that TAs are not as effective instructors
as regular faculty and that small classes lead to greater attention from
insti uctors, then constituents' perceptions that Tilton serves students bet-
ter than does "the university" are correct. Because Tilton is not a univer-
sity, it does not have "TAs in the classroom. All instructors, whether full
or part time, have faculty rank. With an average on-campus class size of
19.3 (Illinois Community College Board. 1)88), Triton's c lasses are small.
They are small partly be. ause the c lassrooms wile built to accommodate
no more than thirty -five students. 13} comparison, at the Univeisity of
Illinois-Chicago, the state university that receives the hugest number of
transfers from Triton (McNerney, 1986a), classes for freshmen and sopho-
mores may contain any where from 5 to -112 students. although the fall
1986 average for 100-level (muses is 21 8 and 18 1 for 200-level courses
(Nelson, 1988).

Triton constituents implied a comparison to all other types of educa-
tional institutions when the} mentioned its low cost as one of its distinc-
tive features. Constituents also perceived 1-liton to be distinctive in the
attention students receive from faculty, at least in comparison to university
faculty These Iwo features, however, may make Triton distinctive in com-
parison to other types of higher 01 postsecondary institutions but not in
comparison to other community colleges. Traditionally, community, coi-
leges have been no- or low -cost institutions and have claimed to give
students a gieat deal of academic attention (Cohen and Bram', 19821.

In sum, Triton is empirically distinctive from many wrnmunit, col-
leges in the diveisit of its academic programs, pan, ulail) in its o« upa-
timid-a:Ann al programs. It also offers some snppoit services that are
distinctive or even unique for community colleges. A history of adminis-
native support for innovation has resulted in the creation of some of
these support services as well as of many community education activities
While its facilities ate not mchnectuially unusual, they and the campus
are perhaps distinctive in being well kept.

While Triton is pcueived by its maim!) wnstitueni, as being distill(
nye among higher education institutions in thcctuality of its personnel.
espee hilly the fac ulty, there is no ey id( n«e to indicate that this ici«lition
is a« mate Anodic' pen eption for whit h their is little npn IR al (Alden«.

Li l
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is the belief that Triton faculty ate mole eating and pim ide inure indi-
vidual attention to students than do faculty at (Alm higher education
institutions, especially the uniyersity. Perhaps the existence of these per-
ceptions is more important than then accuracy. Study it is a plus for
an institution if those who work within it behese that its personnel are
outstanding and that the major sery ice it pm ides, in this case faculty
student interaction, is bater than that pros ided by institutions with a
similar function. These perceptions help Triton's internal constituents to
justify the existence and the value of their institution

Potential Value of ths Search to Triton

Much of the %Are of a search for chstincm,iless is that it forces an
institution to take a haul look at itself. For example, Triton now knows
that some of its academic programs are distinctirc in content or substance
(that is, that no othei area or regional of even state institution offers
such programs) but that all of these distinctive prow ns are in occupa-
tional-technical areas. While It may be dif _ult for Triton to develop
transfer programs that ire distill( tic in content because of the concern
for transferability to foul-year colleges and universities, Tilton's leaders
should consider applying the same sort of creative. innovative spirit to
the content development of their transfer programs that they apply to
then o« uoational-tecimical programs. support suvices, and othei college
activities.

An analysis of distill( meness in curl iculai structure has also reyeaied
that Triton's "innoy any e" efforts in curriculum development pertain
primarily to the curricular dimensions of time and space, the ones least
"profound" in nature. Those within Triton should consider if more fun-
damental structural change, can and should be made or if m,mbers are
content to "tinker" with the curricula at the lowest levels of structural
change.

Titton also needs to (onsider the drawbacks or the negative side to its
support of ennepreneurialism and innoyation. While many distinctive
projects hate resulted, a number of projects have failed, with little follow -

up evaluation as to why. More important there has been no particular
focus to the innovations. Instead, there has been a kind of scatteishoi
approach that works against the creation of a distinctive element o
dimension beyond that of global support of limo\ anon

Similar h. Triton's encouragement of a multipin it\ of piogiams and
services yields an institutional image of "something for cyclyolle:' the
motto of community colleges in the 1970s. the downside to this
approach is that not eyeiy thing can be done well. Paw( trimly since its
emollment is ( unently di upping, linon may w ish to (onside! pulling
back hom some of these d( .1% I ties, dell miming which ones it does pai-
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culaily }yell and hhich aie in demand by its sci \Ice ate a111(1 lex using
ins choirs On these In so doing, Tiium ma. enhance its image fen quality
as well as quanut}.

Tilton should also check out the peiceptions of its line, nal constitu-
ents with those of its external constituents. While Tilton ha ondue.ted
sui\e}s of its image cithin the community in pie} lous }ears (McNeine},
1986b), the puipose of these suryeys lus been meld} to ascertain the
perceptions of external constituents not to gathei these perceptions to
compare them Uith those held b} internal constituents. Those '. ithin
Triton perceixe its peisonnel to be outstanding and its students to recerce
greater faculty attention than do students at other colleges and 11'17N elm-
ties. Since It is almost impossible to serif) the aectnacy of these percep-
tions, what matters is if members of the community hold s milai ones. If
they do, Tiiton should continue to emphasize these dimensions in its
marketing of the institution. If external constituents do not hold snmlai
perceptions of Tilton peisonnel and oi of faculty-student interaction,
Triton aia} wish to investigate the disparity between external and Internal
constituents' peiceptions to detomine If peisonnel changes need to be
made oi if classroom practices need to be altered.

This search for Institutional distinctly eness has pilA ided Triton 18 th
better understanding of itself as an educational institution, both in com-
parison to other community college, and in compaiison to utlyn sectois of
higher education. Triton has found that its distill( o,,pess m compai ison
to man} community colleges in Illinois and in the nation stems largely
from its size and resources Its distinctueness m «nnpanson to other sec-
tors of higher education stems hum its being a community college. Tilton
ina} well wish to harness its ethos of entreprenetnialism and minty anon
in order to focus on ways to strengthen fin thei its best programs and sei-
vices, perhaps eliminating the less (fleetly ones. By so doing, Tilton will
find its dist inctly eness based equally on quality and quantity.
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This chapter offers an annotated bibliography of ERIC
documents a,;(1

Sources and Information:
Discovering Institutional
Strengths and Limitations

Glenda K. Childress

All colleges aie not alike. A search for institutional distinctiveness can
open up MAN opportunities foi educators to learn about a community
college's strengths and limitations. The first step in conducting such a
search is to identify the processes that will afford %alid, reliable infor-
mation about distinctiye characteristicsthose empirical and peiceiyed
qualities that are valued by internal and external constituents.

Many documents in the ERIC data base will proYide sou ces of infor-
mation to assist in institutional self-assessments. The annotated
°graph} that follovys is di ided into two sections. models and gu;delines
for institutional assessment, and examples of institutional self-studies.
The first section offers methodologies for measuring a community col-
lege's quality and performance, as well as other characteristics, and
includes frameworks for inwipoiating result h findings into the col-
lege's mission. The latter section is comprised of reports that detail the
process and results of self-studies undertaken by seyeial community
colleges.

Unless otherwise indicated, the ERIC documents listed in this bibli-
ography aie available in microfiche or paper copy nom the ERIC Docu-
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ment Reproduction Semite (EDRS), 3900 Wheeler Al enue, Alexandra,
VA 22304-6409 (1-800-227-3742). The microfiche puce for documents
under 481 pages is $0.82. Prices for paper copies are: 1-25 pages, $1.94;
25-50 pages, 53.88; for each additional 25 pages, add $1.94. These prices
are subject to change. Postage must be added to all orders. The jou)nal
articles included in this bibliography arc not a%ailablc fium EDRS and
must be obtained through regular library channels.

Models and Guidelines for Institutional Assessment

Clarke de Toro, M. F. A Design for Evaluation of the Institutional Goals of
La Montana Regional College. Puerto Rico: La Montana Regional Col-
lege, 1984. 78 pp. (ED 253 292)

Describes the design of a system by which solid, empirical e%idence of
institutional goal achievement could be collected. The project report
includes a discussion of the purpose and design of the project; a review
of the literature on institutional goals and the appropriate means for
measuring goal achievement; an enumeration of the goals of La Montana
Regional College and the process measures to be applied; and a time-
table for the design of outcome studies.

Find len, G. L. Program Review: A Model Community College Process and
Instrument. New Orleans, La : Delgado Community College, 1987. 25
pp. (ED 276 483)

Provides an overview of the development of a program review process
and instrument, and the subsequent validation of the process on three
programs at Delgado Community College (DCC). Describes DCC's com-
mitment to the development of a program review process as a means of
enabling the college to respond more quickly to technological and eco-
nomic changes. Appendices include a bibliography of materials on pro-
gram review and DCC's program review documents.

Florida Community College. Florida Community College at Jacksonville:
Institutional Assessment. Jacksonville. Florida Community College, 1987.
r. U. n nn o coy,pp. ka_,k, rJJ JVJ/

Looks at Florida Community College at Jackson% institutional
assessment process. The report explains the role of institutional assess-
ment in a cycle of planning, research, and marketing, and establishes the
scope, purposes, and uses of the assessment. Of particular intetest is an
overview of scheduled in-depth reviews of all units and the preparation
of reports on orgaairational strengths and weaknesses.

McLeod, M. W., and Carter, R. A. "The Measure of Quality in Two-Yeat
Colleges." Community College Review, 1985-86, 13 (3), 14-20.
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Details the methods and findings of a survey of current assessment
practices in two-year colleges. Lists traditional quality measures and five
approaches to assessing educational quality. Concludes that though many
colleges are involved in formal quality assessment, there is limited agree-
ment on definitions or measures of excellence.

Moore, K. M. (ed.). Assessment of Institutional Effectiveness. New
Directions for Community Colleges, no. 52. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
1986.

Examines the context of the current intense interest in educational
ffectiveness. Presents basic steps in assessing institutional effectiveness

(such as developing meaningful statements of institutional mission and
goals, designing and implementing an institutional planning process,
and identifying indicatois of effectiveness). Discusses the current potential
contributions of the institutional research components.

Scoodley, R. V., Jr. An Approach to Postsecondary Accreditation with the
Efficient Use of Human Resources and Cost Containment Methods. Clare-
mont: New Hampshire Vocational-Technical College, 1985. 27 pp.
(ED 271 150)

Describes the single self-study method for both institutional and pro-
gram accreditation that was developed and field-tested at New Hampshire
Vocational-Technical College. The report details the process of concep-
tualizing, planning, and organizing the project, and provides the methods
and format of the self-study model.

Thompson, C. P., Alfred, R. L., and Lowther, M. "'Institutional Effort':
A Reality-Based Model for Assessment of Community College 2roductiv-
itv." Community College Review, 1987, 15 (2). 28-37.

Presents a model for measuring community college effort (for exam-
ple. current versus desired performance in the piovision of programs,
policies, and services) based on the content of college publications, work-
load policies and procedures, student and faculty perceptions of educa-
tional needs and existing programs, institutional support expenditures,
and student-teachei ratios.

Townsend, B. K. "Past as Prologue: Seeds of an Institution's Identity."
Community, Junior, and Technical College Journal, 1986, 57 (1), 46-49.

Provides guidelines for conducting research on a community college's
past as a means of gaining insight about its institutional strengths and
weaknesses and futui, directions. Suggests groups to interview and docu-
ments to anal Lt. to construct the factual chronology and vs ay s of seeking
out campus lore and customs to enrich the history.
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Visenute Consmunts College Distill .1sm's,ment Guide. Modesto. Calif..
losenute Community College Disuut. 1983 76 pp. (ED 2.16 950)

Outline', an assessment pto(ess (iesigi:d to inlAttle an ON CI all plan
and sum tine lot the ongoing loins and updating of all mulct takings in
the Yosemite Continumt) College Disukt An oxen less of the assessment

outlines its thiec major element., the basic information s)stem.
pet iodic 10 te4s S conducted at the unit, college, and distil( t lesels, and
the IC\ IS1011S and walk ations called lot b) the le\ 1("A piocess. Details
the planning p mess a, the unit and «dlege les el, «meting mission.
goals, and pi ;01 l's and insulations lot college-lest.] le\ ICW.

Zammuto, R. E. Kaakoss en J. Y.ind Nhsa, S. L Development of the
Two-Year ['mum of the Institutional Performance Sunvy. Boulder, Colo.
National Centel lot Ilighei Education Management Systems. 1985. 113
pp (ED 2b9 086)

Describes the des elopment and field testing of a two-seat college ses-
sion of the National Centel for Higher Education Management S)stem's
(NCHEMS) Institutional Pei lot Mdflic Sinse) (IPS). an instillment
designed to pros ide info(mation on the perceptions of at sous groups
about th( metal: functioning and pet folmance of the institution.
Includes an exteasise cxecutise tepoit on the field testing portion of the
stud), presenting the responses of fat tilt) and staff to questions 'elated to
changes in the college ens nonment, enrollments, 1(1 unties, institutional
functioning, college cilium., institutional stiateg), icsoince allocation.
and institutional effectiveness.

Examples of Institutional Self-Studies

Barden. J. E Self-Study: Standing Rock Community College. North
Dakota: Standing Rock Community College, 1984. 114 pp. (ED 252 365)

Looks at a studs wildly bs the administiation, faculty. staff, and
other constituencies of Standing Rot k Community College in piepaiation
lot its initial accreditation sisit in Apiil 198-1. The purpose of the stud)
was to ptm ide complete deAtiptne info' mation about the institution,
focusing on the college's pui pose. the people it set CS. resources, manage-
ment functions. inst.uction, and student community selN Res The study
tepoit explores the stead) gloss th of enrollment, efforts to improse effi-
(Acne) in both fat (ate and student sets ices, and shot t- and long-min
goals for oiganiring college resout(es and achieving results.

College of Lake Count). Self Study. 1985: College of Lake County. Gnlys-
lake, Ill : College of Lake Count). 1985. 160 pp. (ED 26 91C)

This lepolt represents a (nnpiehensis e self- analysis b) the College
of Lake Count) (CLC), ssitich sought to ins oh e the entire institution
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in an (xamination of CLC's mission, icsom(es. a(«mnplislumiltsrnd
future plans -I-1w putnose of the self-studs is e\plotedis is the assess-
ment and ealuation of plogiams and set u(s, future due( lions !elated
to the «,11(ge's mission and Institutional planning piokessind the
1,01k of cadi ( ommittee imoked in the self-stud 'Awes, and its
con( lusions

GNIA Rescauli Cozpoiation Community Colic go of Spokane Employee
StItiry. Belles ue, Wa Spokane Community Colleg: '985. 51 pp.
(ED 261 7321

Details a ,arse) of Community Colleges of Spokane employees to
identify the strengths and seaknesses of internal wmmunwations, to
dew zmine the «dleges image among its employees, to ealuate the
colleges' &limy system, ind to piowie information regarding flume
due( tzons. The surrey msuument and results ate appended

Nhalm-Dade Commuirty College. Miami-Dade Community College 108-1
Instnutioncil Self-Study. Vol 7. Alikhell !Whorl A'eze World Center Cam-
pus Study (Evaluation of the Center for Business and Industry). Fla..
Nlian -Dade Community College, 1985. 65 pp. (ED 259 775)

Patt of a systematic, in-depth asses:onent of NInuni-Dade Community
College's (MDCC, educational piogiams, student support systems, and
selected (ampus-leNel acidities, this soiuuic of the college's self-study
report examines the impact and eff«titness of the Centel lot Business
and Industry at MDCC's Wolfson Campus Of pat twulai Interest is a
section that des(tibcs the teseat(It design, \shn(Ii in oh «1 int« wws and
suncys to deteitninc the pen (plums of faculty, staffwhnnustiatoisuwl
program pato( ipants, t aluation results and turn lusiuns, and mom-
mendations and implementation plans.

Nli I s. P ind S internal )1,sse,s,sment as a I. list Step in Strategic
Planning. Wilmington. Delass,ne Fc(himal and Community Colltge,
1986. 25 pp. (1...D 272 262)

Details the internal assessment process initiated at the Wilmington
Stanton Campus of Delm ate le( finical and Community College in pup-
azahon fin a tea( (Acdnation study and in response to a ( Innate of rapid
internal and exteinal ( !hinge. The purpose of the uncinal assessment is
detailed, the toles played by the research team ate des( iibed, the models
used in the assessment design ate explained, id samples of data «Ale«.
lion instruments ate pimideddong sith a discussion of steps in study
design and impbmentation. The teputt cunt lodes with an examination
of the ()tumult's of the 'menial study, including the integration of stzate-
g( planning into otganuational summit and the a« icduation icaffn-
'nation process.
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Radcliffe, S. K.. and Noak. V. E. Hozeaid Commuint- College Staff ,S0
Z' El'alUatiOn SPY nig 1()Si . Reseal( h tepoit no 11. Columbia, Md..
Office of Institutional Rc seal( h, Floss aid CoLlinumt) (.011ege. 1985 118
pp (El) 256 455)

Describes a studs conducted 1)) Hos)aid Commumt) College to (.'s al-
time its pi Os 151011 of set lies dining fiscal )eat 1985. l'he lesponses to a
153-item quc stimulant of ment)-low facult), that) management team
membet sind t)-eight support staff membets ale pimided. The Cs al-
uatlon report includes tables slum ing. fur eat h sets icc area and clues-
t unmane Item. mean st oies. numbel of respondents 111 eat h job categot),
frequem) counts, and oetall mean scores.

Steiner, S. Genesee Community College Self-Study and Evaluatim
presented at the Conference on Institutional Self-Assessment, Mau
N J.. March 16, 1983. 17 pp. (ED 258 622)

Noides a description of the self-stud) plogiam teiess process desel-
oped b) Genesee Communit) College (GCC) as an altonatise to the
tiaditional Middle States csaluation process. The paper examines the
history of self-stud) at GCC hour 1980; explores the toles and responsi-
bilities of the Sclf-Stud) Steeling Committee. lists the topics addiessed ui
program self-studies (such as piognim history, goals. elf« tieness mea-
suit s, «thesicness and plans), and notes the impoitan« of information
shat ssithin tiro internal «mmuttet strut tutu. The report also addresses
the dissemination of self stud) findings, ind outlines the benefits and
limitations of GCC's review ploc6s.

Weeks. R. G., Ji. Challenges of Conducting a Self-Study Process: Small
Two-Year bistitutions. PoSSell, W).. NoltImest 0)111111unit) College, 1986.
:98 pp. (EI) 274 398)

No) ides a description of the accieditation self-stud) process employed
b) NoltImest Communn) College (NCC)nong ssltli a «)p). of the final
self-stud) report that includes information on NCCs mission and goals,
piogiams f lustt ucion, students and student set) ices, facult), ins/A nc-
Huilal support set 1«'S. fuianclal icsot iccs, physical faillints, «numulut)
resources, and institutional d)namns. Information is preserved on host
the current college olganuational situ: tube 1),is used to «nicht( t the sc If-
studsInd the adsantages for small colleges of using existing otgamia-
tional sti mimes lathe' than cleming n If -studs «muumuus

Glenda K. Childless is adnuilLsoative «mulmato, at the ERIC
Clearinghouse JOY hrn» Colleges, University of California.
Los Angeles.
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Academic accessibility. 4-5, 24
Academically ()Hemed two -' ea: ml-

leges, 7, 25-26, 76-79, 83-86
Administrators, in «immunity col-

leges, 61-62, 92, institutional eval-
uation and, 37, 42, 67-69, percep-
tions of, 26, 28-31, 93, at Triton
College, 80-81, 82. 83, 85

Admission requirements, in four-seal
colleges, 5-6

Age of Reform, 50
Agriculture claming, 18
Aims Community College, 14
Alaska, 13-14
Alaska Pacific Refining Company. 11
Alfred, R. L., 53, 56, 91
Alliss Opportunity Giant Progiam,

17

Alternatne high school piogiams, 17
Amer it an Association of Community

and Junior Colleges, 6, 9, 24, 32
American Association of tinkelsit)

Professors, 12, 20
American Connell of Life Instuance,

55
Anne Arundel Community College,

16
Arizona, 14, 19
Arkansas, 15
Ashland Community College, 15
Assessment, institutional See Evalua-

tion, institutional
Atlantic Monthly, 55
Automated manufautning technol-

ogy plogiam, 18

B

Bake', G , Ill, 12, 21
Barden, J. E., 92
Bennett, W J , 5, 10, 84, 87
Belquist, W H., 77, 78, 87
Biofeedback Plogiamit Aims Com-

munity College, 14

Bismarck State College, 17-18, 20
BLAkpool College, 16
Blockel, C E , 12, 20
Board minutes, 51
Boatwi ight, J , 54, 56
Bow hem. W. I., 51, 55, 5t;
Brael, F B 76, 85, 87
Buck, M., 11, 13. 20
Biunton, D., 45-16. 56
Bunker Hill Community College, 16,

19

Butler Count) Community College,
20

California, 45
"Career Center of the Midwest," 77
Carter. R. A , 90-91
Cataniaio. J. , 2. 73-88
Catawba Valley Technical College, 17
Cecil Community College, 16
Celebrating TWO Decades of Innova-

tion, 19, 21
Centel for Business and Industly, 93
Center for Educational Statistics, 1, 10
Centel of Etniihasis, 18
Centel for Study of Local Issues, 16
Central American Scholarship Pro-

gram, 16
Cereal Arizona College, 14
Cential Florida Community College,

14

Chandler, M. 0., 21
Child-care training, 14-15
Childress, G K , 89-91
City University of New York, 17

B R., 12, 21, 67, 71
Clarke de Tom, M. F , 90
Cohen, A. M., 12, 21, 76, 85, 87
College (ommutees, 35-42, 91
College of Lake County (CLC), 92-93
Colleges, lout -year, 12-13, 24, 77-79;

enrollment at, 4-6, 27, 61
Colleges of distinction, 9, 13-19
Colorado, 14
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Columbia State Cominumt) College,
18

Comore- :nil airline pilot training, 14
Commercial diving safety training, 14
Commission on the Future of Com-

munity Colleges, 9, 10
"Common Humanity of Peoples," 16
Community, Technical, and Junior

College Journal, 51
Community-based learning centers, 7
Community College of Rhode Isiand.

18

cirimunity Colleges of Spokane, 93
Community relations, in commumt)

colleges, 13, 16, 24, 27-28, 63. eco-
nomic impact of, 14, 15, 18, 53; at
Triton College, 76, 82, 84-85

Comprehensive community colleges,
1, 7-9, 49-50, 73, 79

Computer-assisted instruction, 13
Confidentiality, 75
Consensus, 35, 41-42, 44
Consultants, outside, 35, 36, 41, 42-

.14, 75

Continuing education component, u-
community colleges, 9, 74, 79

Cope, R , 54, 56, 61, 62, 65, 68, 71
Corporate donations, 76
Crowley, J , 54, 56
Curriculum, 24, 63, 77-79, 82, 86

D

Danville Area Community College,
15, 20

Danville Area Labor-Managcment
Council, 15, 20

Delaware Technical and Community
College, 93

Delgado Community College (DCC),
90

Developmental courses. 24
Develcrmrntal Disabilities Program,

13

Dissertation Abstracts International
(DAD, 51

Dissertations, 51

E

Eaton, J., 71, 72
Economic development, 14, 15, 18, 53

Economic Development Administr.a-
non, 19

Economic mobilliv. 5
Education Unlit). 16
Educational maintenance organna-

tion, 17
Educational Resources Information

Center (ERIC), 2, 48, 51, 89-94
ERIC Document Reproduction Ser-

vice (EDRS). 89-90
Eels, W. C., 48, 56
Electronic delneiy system, 16-17
Elitism, in education, 5-6
Empirical distinctneness, 89. 90; in

institutional evaluation, 26, 28 29,
39, 69; perceptions and, 30-32;
strategic planning and, 62, 63; at
Triton College, 75, 76. 78-79, 85

Employee Development Institute
(EDI), 79

England, 16
Enrollment, 4-5, 24
Entrepreneurialism, 86, 87
Environmental scanning, 54-55
Equine apprenticeship program, 16
Essex, N. L , 68, 72
Evaluation, institutional, 1, 67-71, 89,

90-92, 93 See also Needs assessment
External constituents, 31-32, 87, 89:

institutional evaluation and, 41,
67, 68, 69-71: institutional identity
and, 46, 47, 48, 51-54; institutional
image and, 1, 26-30, 62, 63, 64-65

External environment, 27-28, 54-55,
60, 61, 63-64

F

Facilities, in community colleges, 12-
13, 18, 92, at Triton College, 76. 81,
82, 84, 85

Faculty, in community colleges, !2.
15, 48, community involvement of,
16, 17, 18, institutional evaluation
and, 37, 43, 67-68; institutional
image and, 61, 63, 70-71, percep-
tions of, 26, 28-31, 32, self-studies
and, 92, 93, 94; at Triton College.
74, 78, 80-81, 82-83. 85-86, 87

Faculty exchange programs, 16
Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship

and Training, 16



Fields, R R , 11-12, 13, 21
Find len, G. L., 90
Fisher, J. L., 62, 65
Flight Nursing Training, 14
Flight Paramedic Training, 14
Flight Respiratory Therapy naming,

14

Florida, 9, 12, 14. 21, 90
Florida Association of Comm um

Colleges, 14, 21
Florida Community College, 90
Florida Department of Education, 14,

21

Florida Keys Community College. 14
Florida State Board of CJminunity

Colleges, 14. 21
Flyde College. 16
Void Motor Corporation, 78
Foiesi technician training. 11
France, 16
Frye, J., 84, 87
Fullerton Junior College (FJC), 45-

46, 5b
Fullerton L'aion High School Dis-

trtct, 45
Funding, in community colleges, 13,

24, 27-28, 70; programming and,
31, 32, 63, at Triton College, 73. 76,
83-84

Furniture industry training, 17

G

Garrett Community College, 16
Genesee Community College (GCC).

94

Geographic accessibility, 15, 24, 27-28
GMA Research Corporation, 93
Goldman, E. F., 50, 56
Goodwin, G , 19, 21
Gould, R. A., 77, 78, 87
Green Child, 47, 57
Greenberg, E. M 77, 78, 87
Greenhouse operation and manage-

ment training, 77

H

Hagerstown Community College, 16
Handicapped training, 13
Hankin, J. N., 1, 11-21
Harford Community College, 16

Hawaii, 14-15, 19
"Hawaii No Ka OF program, 19
Haywood Community College, 19
Hazard Community College, 15
Health care training, 14. 15
Hebrew University, 18
High-technology training, 74, 84
Histories, institutional, 46. 49, 50-51,

55
Hofstader, R., 50, 56
Honolulu Community College, 14-1'5
Hoard Community College, 94

Identity, institutional, 46-47, 49, 55-
56, 62, 64

Illinois, 15, 28, 73-89
Illinois Community College Board,

28, 73, 74, 76, 77, 85, 8'?
Illinois Public Community College

System, 73
Image, institutional, 1, 93; percep-

tions and, 6-9, 26-27, 32, 54, 62-65,
70, 71; at Triton College, 81, 86-87

Impact studies, institutional, 53, 55
Information gathering, 45-56
Innovation, 86, 87
Institutional Performance Survey

(IPS), 92
Integrity, institutional. 62, 63-64
Internal constituents, 89; institutional

evaluation and, 63, 69-71; percep-
tions of, 26-27, 28-32, '11, strategic
planning and, 54, 62, 53 -64; at Tri-
ton College, 74-75, 79-83, 85-86, 87

Iowa, 15, 49-50, 52-53, 56
Israel. 18

J

Job Infounation Network, 16-17
Job - training, 14, 27, 53, 78, 79
Junior Colleg Journal, -18

K

Kapiolam Community College, 19
Keller, G., 63-64, 65, 68, 72
Kellogg Community College, 16-17
Kellogg Foundation, 16 20
Kentucky, 15, 20
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Kirkwood Commun+t College, 81
Kotiel, P. 54. 56. 68. 72
Krakower, J Y. 92

L

La Montana Regional College, 90
La Guaidia Community College. 17.

20
Lake City Community College. 11
Lakeland Community College. 3
Laredo Junior College. 18
Laser electro-optu. technology tiam-

mg, 77, 84
League for Innmalion in the Com-

monIty College. 19
Leisure-time courses. 24
Lexington Technical Institute, IS
Uttar} of Congress, 18. 56
Library research, 18
Linthicum, I) S . 53. 56
Lippitt. C. L., 60. 65
Louisiana, 15
Lowther, M., 91
Lycee Rene Cassin. 16

McLeod. M W , 90-91
McNerney, N., 85 87, 88
Madisonville Community College. 15
Marketing studies, 49. 53, 54. 55. 62
Maryland, 16
Maryland State Boatel for Commu-

nity Colleges, 16. 21
Maslow, A. H , 60, 65
Masoner, D. J., 68, 72
Massachusetts, 16. 19
Maternal Muse Tionspc)rt Training.

14

Mathematics c Nun( ation, 16
Mathison, S., 55, 56
Maysville Community College. 15
Mentally retarded citizens, 18
Metrology Program, 20
Mexico, 18
Miami-Dade Community College

(MDCC), 23. 33, 93: distinctiveness
at, 9, 12, 14; Triton College and,
76, 8-1

NI) h;gan. 16-17
Microcomputer training. 16

Mutocomputels. as learning tools, 76
Murodyne Automated Terminal Sat-

ellite Downlink, 14
Middle College High School (New

York). 17
Middle College High Scl'aol (Tennes-

see), 20
Middle managers, in community col-

leges, 28, 74, 80, 82, 91
Milwaukee Area Technical College, 19
Milwaukee Entelpuse Centet, 19
Minnesota Community Colleges, 17
Mobile Dental II)giene Program. 15,

20
Ntohr, L 77, 88
Moore. K M 91
Moll us. P 93
NIonison. J L 54, 55, 56

P E , 68, 72
M)Ian. C. A 61, 65, 68, 72

N

National Centet for Higher
Education Management System
(NCHFNIS), 92

National Community College Month,
7

National Council foe Marketing old
Public Relations, 7

National limning Center for Micio-
electronics, 19

Needs assessment, -19, 51-53, 55
Nelson, R , 85. 88
Neonatal Nurse Transport 'homing.

14

New Hampshire Vocational-Techni-
cal Cr"lege, 91

New Nc.., 17, 19
New York City Board of Education, 17
Newspapers, 48, 51
Newspapers on Microform, 49
Niwa, S L 92
North Carolina, 17, 19
North Dakota, 17-18, 20
North Iowa Area Community Col-

lege-Sault Joseph Meicy Hospital
Consort min. 15

Northeast Iowa Tex !lineal Institute
(MITI), 49-50, 52-53. 56

Northhampton 0)1111-nullity College,
19



Northuest Commutnts College
(NCC), 04

Noals, V. E., 94
N'tu leat medicine le( 1 nolop train-

ing, 77

0

Occupational-technical programs, 18,
37, 52, 64, in currictilat diversity, 7.
8-9, 12. 24; at Triton College, 76-
77. 78, 79, 81, 84, 85, 86

Ohio, 3
Ot-ien-admissions polcc),, 3. 6, 27, 61,

76; ..s distinctne feature 12, 20.
24-25, 61

Opinio t leaders. 37
Orange County junior college dis-

trict, 45
Organizational st,ucture, 12, 60-61,

studio), affecting, 92, 93, 94; at
Tilton College. 76, 78-79

P

Paducah Community College, 15
Palmer, J., 74, 88
Parental influwces, 6
Parnell, D., 9, 10
Peace Scholarships, 16
Pennsylvania, 18, 19, 20
Pensacola Junior College, 14
Perceived distinctiveness, 26 -32. 89,

91, 92, institutional esalvation and,
39, 41, 42, 55, 69-71, strategic plan-
ning and, 62. 63 -65, at -Ireton Col
lege, 75, 79-83, 81, 85-C',5, 87

Perot, R., 5
Pilot Entry Programs, 14
Plastics and polymer technology pro-

gram, 18
Plummer, R. H , 12, 20, 45, 56
Postsecondary Enrollment Options

Program, 17
Postsecondary occupational training

centers, wmept of, 7. See also
Occupational-technical programs

Power plant technology, 17-18
Presidents, in community colleges,

62, institutional caluation and 37,
39, 40, 11, 2, 43, at Triton College,
75, 80

99

Prince William Sound Communit
College, 13-14

Piocess Plant -Fechnolog),, 17-18, 20
Program Completion Incentise, 79
Project Li terac), United States

(PLUS), 11
Project Select, 19
Plopiletao institutions, 78

Q

Quanty, M B . 2, 35-44

R

Radcliffe, S K ,

Ratcliff, J L., 2, 45-57
Read, S H., -17, 57
Recreational vehicle (RV) mainte

mince and repair training, 14
Reid, A. E., 51, 57
Remedial education, 5
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From the Editor's Notes

In «mtlast to the usual approaches to institutional image,
this volume of NCW 1)11 iOnS 101 Count Colicgc
emphasizes institutional substance and )(witty. Conducting
a search fur institutional Astor( tiz,ene.), along the lines
suggested in this sonuebook is a (min of ez,aluation. The
sonar shows a college:, leaders the duneasions cm which
the college rs distinctive as an educational institution
and those on which it is not: leaders can then determine
whether the th)tittaum s 0, rshrrg drstirrctiz e thinewunts are
onpmtant or if ?rime substantive 0110 ,should be sought.
The ultimate result will be a num' distinctive miltutum,
One zohose external linage matches the !worm' reality.
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